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References to comic book characters are for non-profit purposes only, not to challenge 
their trademark or something like that. Just writing this for fun!



About ingredients, please read this 
before trying any recipes...

APPLE AND ORANGE JUICE: Cold pressed juices, with pulp and all, are very
tasty per se, but I feel they're not suitable for cocktails. Flavour is too strong, all the 
other aromas just "drown" somewhere in there. 

All the cocktails in this compilation using apple or orange juice are intended to be 
made out of filtered, unsweetened juice made out of concentrate. That's right, that 
"cheap industrial stuff".

Please do not use pre-mixed "juice drinks"! They're just watered-down slugde with 
tons on sugar.

BLUEBERRY, CHERRY, CRANBERRY, RASPBERRY, 
STRAWBERRY AND RHUBARB JUICE: 

Again, Thou shall not use pre-mixed juice drinks! 

For all the berryjuices use high quality concentrate, diluted with water 1:1 ratio 
instead of recommended (usually 3:1 or 4:1). This applies to all recipes!

With "high quality" I mean High Quality: organic concentrates seem to be excellent, 
despite the brand. Please don't make mistake by buying Kool-Aid or something similar:
they're same kind of useless stuff as over-sugared, watered-down juice drinks.

BEETROOT AND CARROT JUICE: Following cocktails are made out of 
"healthy stuff" brands, produced with lactic acid bacteria. You can try out "normal" juices
if you can find them (I couldn't).

ABSINTH AND GIN: All the recipes are intended to be manufactured with 
absinth emphasizing more anise than wormwood and other spices. Colour of the 
absinth used should be pale green, light yellow, or wholly transparent.

All gin recipes use London Dry Gin (eg. Gordon's, Beefeater).

COFFEE RUM: Pour brimful tablespoon of coffee grounds into 1 dl (3 1/2 oz) of 
white rum. Let is soak for 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Filter.



GINGER RUM: Pour brimful teaspoon of ground ginger into 1 dl (3 1/2 oz) of dark 
rum. Let it soak for 15-30 minutes, stirring occasionally. Filter (which might be little 
tricky, ground ginger tends to clog paper filters).
It's best to save whole ginger roots for cooking, their aroma just don't "float" into rum
satisfyingly.
Don't use your best vintage for this one! Ginger rum is unpalatable as it is, use it only 
for cocktails.

SKITTLES TEQUILA: This will look
hideous when you manufacture it,
but it will taste great in cocktail!!!

Pour Skittles into glass jar and cover them with
gold or reposado tequila (no point in using your
most valued bottle). Stir occasionally. 
After couple of hours, when candy looks like
"yellow beans" (pictured) it's time to filter.

It's essential to get rid of "yellow foam",
otherwise it will emerge in cocktail. You might
have to filter the broth twice.

It's a bit arduous task, but worth it! 

JELLY BEAN TEQUILA: As above, but
use jelly beans instead. It's best to avoid brown
jelly beans ("cola flavour") in this one. They result
is unsatisfactory "dirty brown" liquid, otherwise
it going to be orange. Yes, even few blue ones
among others will produce orange tequila?!?

HOT CHOCOLATE: Hot chocolate used in these cocktails is meant to be thick 
gruel, not the cocoa you sip next to roaring fireplace during dark winter months. Crush 
chocolate to small pieces, add some hot water and mash-'n-mix; repeat. The idea is to 
impregnate the water with chocolate.
Cocktails are designed using dark chocolate; the one with very little sugar. You can 
use lighter-coloured chocolate, but they (and the resulting drink) tend to be sweeter.

COFFEE: These cocktails are designed with light/medium roast coffee. Please don't 
use espresso etc., it's too strong for this purpose. And let the coffee cool down before 
shaking it into cocktail :D



SALMIAC JIM BEAM: Pour 3 or 4 
crushed Dracula salmiac candies into 1 dl
(3 1/2 oz) of Jim Beam. Stir occasionally.
After 30-45 mins. candy should have
disappeared completely. Whole candies will
melt, too; it just takes longer.

Sorry, all Non-Nordic folks! Salmiac candy
(ammonium chloride) might be next to
impossible to obtain outside Nordic
countries or Netherlands.

LICORICE VODKA: Pour licorice into
glass jar and cover them with vodka. Stir/shake
occasionally. After two hours strain (no actual
filtering needed).

Please do not use licorice with filling, just
plain black version. Some brands might need
little more time in vodka.

Licorice vodka produces excellent cocktails!
Please try it, you won't be disappointed.

SPARKLING WINE: ALWAYS BUY DRY OR EXTRA DRY SPARKLING WINE 
FOR ALL THE RECIPES GIVEN IN THIS PDF! 
Some of the cocktails use it as it is, eg. Fin Fang Foom and Starro, but others (eg. 
Aquaman, Black Canary, Songbird) require more sweet bubbly...

If the recipe indicates ingredient "sweetened sparkling wine" sweeten the dry 
bubbly with a healthy splash of simple syrup before preparing the cocktail.

This creates better sweet sparkling wine for cocktail purposes than ANY already sweet 
bubbly in your liquor store shelf. Yes, it's true.

I am NOT saying that this simple syrup sweetened bubbly is palatable as it is (it's not), 
but added syrup makes it sweet "in the right way" for cocktails.

ROWANBERRY VODKA: Collect the berries of European rowan (sorbus 
aucuparia) after the first frost, or collect them when ripe and freeze them.
Pour the berries into a glass jar and add vodka: roughly 1 part berries, 2 parts vodka.
Check the taste at least once per day, good rule of thumb: when vodka has faint red tint 
it's sour enough (and not too much). Strain.



       TASTING GUIDE
         AKA. "WHAT'S MY FAVOURITE COCKTAIL?

Cocktails marked with * use dairy products: some of them can be 
manufactured using lactose-free products, some require evaporated milk 
full of lactose. 

Cocktails marked with # contain egg white.

Bolded and underlined are my most praised concoctions! :D

RIGHT DRINK FOR THE RIGHT OCCASION
(Please note that the cocktail can appear in 
many categories)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PRE-DINNER APERTIFS: Batman (Dark Knight), Dark Phoenix, 

Doomsday, Dr. Doom, Elektra, Elektra Natchios, Human Torch, Invisible Woman, 
Judge Fear, Katana, Killer Croc#, Nightcrawler, Penguin, Poison Ivy, Ra's Al Gul, 
Satanus, Spectre, Silver Surfer (as schnapps just before meal), TMNT: Leonardo, 
Wasp, Zsasz (w/ 5 parts Campari)

SUMMERTIME REFRESHMENTS: Animal Man, 

Ant-Man/Giant-Man, Aquaman, Asp*, Bamse, Banshee, Batman (Silent Guardian), 
Big Barda*, Black Canary, Bumblebee, Calypso, Captain Boomerang, Captain 
Marvel, Cheetah, Chemo*, Clayface#, Cyborg, Cyclops, Darkseid, Emma Frost*, 
Deathstroke, Falcon, Fin Fang Foom, General Zod, Giganta, Green Arrow*, Green 
Lantern, Green Lantern (Hal Jordan), Harley Quinn, Harvey Bullock, Hawkgirl, 
Hawkman, Hugo Strange, Hulk, Huntress, Iceman*, John Constantine, KGBeast, 
Killer Frost, Lady Shiva, Lex Luthor, Mad Hatter, Mandarin, Maxima*, Mirror 
Master, Metallo, Moloid, Mr. Freeze*, Mystique, Ozymandias (all versions), 
Parasite#, Phoenix, Plastic Man, Poison Ivy (The Green), Poison Ivy (Pamela), 
Rogue, Scarecrow (both versions), She-Hulk, Silk Spectre*, Silk Spectre (Sally 
Jupiter)*, Sinestro, Songbird, Spider-Man, Starro, Super Goof, Superman (The Last
Son of Krypton), Superman (Man of Steel)#, Storm, The Thing, The Thing 
(Clobbering Time), TMNT: Michelangelo, Two-Face, War Machine, Wonder Woman
(Diana), Zatanna Zatara



AFTER DINNER DESSERTS: Anaconda#, Batgirl, Black Cat, 

Black Panther, Bumblebee, Captain America, Catwoman*, Cheetah, Chemo*, 
Clayface#, Gambit, Green Arrow*, Harley Quinn, Hawkeye*, Iron Patriot, Kitty 
Pryde, Marshal Law, Mr. Fantastic (both versions), Namor, Power Girl*, Raven, 
Scarlet Witch, Selene, Silk Spectre*, Silver Sable, Solomon Grundy, Superman (The 
Last Son of Krypton), Superman (Man of Steel)#, Talia al Ghul, TMNT: Donatello, 
Valkyrie, Wonder Woman, Wonder Woman (Golden Lasso)

"PONDEROUS" COCKTAILS, SOMETHING TO 
BE ENJOYED SLOWLY WHEN YOU 
PHILOSOPHIZE WITH YOUR FRIENDS:Alfred 

Pennyworth, Bane, Batman (Dark Knight), Bizarro*, Beast, Beast Boy, Black Adam, 
Black Lightning,  Black Mamba, Cheshire, Circe, Cloak & Dagger*, Daredevil, Dark 
Phoenix, Diamondback, Domino, Doomsday, Dr. Fate, Dr. Manhattan, Dr. Strange, 
Edwin Jarvis, Electro, Elektra, Enchantress, Etrigan, Gambit,  Galactus, Ghost 
Rider, Green Goblin, Hellboy, Hugo Strange, Iron Man (Tony Stark), Jim Gordon, 
John Constantine, Joker, Judge Dredd, Judge Fear, Judge Mortis, Killer Moth, 
Magneto, Martian Manhunter, Mole Man, Nightwing, Nite Owl, Northstar*, Poison
Ivy, Popeye, Princess Python, Quinntet, Ra's Al Ghul, Red skull, Red Tornado, 
Rorschach, Sabretooth#, Sláine The King, Storm (Ororo), Swamp Thing, Swamp 
Thing (The Green), Thanos, The Thing (Clobbering Time), Thundra#, Thor 
(Mjolnir), Tigra, Venom, Vision, Wolverine (Logan), Wonder Woman (Golden 
Lasso), Zsasz

PARTY TIME, aka. "WELL, I JUST WANNA 
GET DRUNK":Ant-Man/Giant-Man, Aquaman, The Atom, Aurora*, Beast 

Boy,  Black Canary, Black Widow, Blade, Bouncing Boy, Bullseye, Calypso, Captain 
Boomerang, Captain Marvel, Clayface#, Captain Atom, Colossus, Comedian*, 
Conan The Barbarian, Darkseid, Deadpool*, Deadshot, Dr.Octopus, Falcon, The 
Flash, Galactus, Gambit (Card Trick), Giganta, Gorilla Grodd, Harley Quinn, 
Hellcat, Hulk, Human Torch (Flame On!), Huntress, Invisible Woman (as schnapps), 
Iron Fist, Iron Man, Jack O'Lantern, John Constantine, Jolt, Judge Anderson, 
Judge Death, Judge Fire, Juggernaut, KGBeast, Loki, Luke Cage, Lobo*, Marshal 
Law, Meteorite,  Mr. Mxyzptlk, Polaris, Power Girl*, Psylocke*, The Punisher, The 
Punisher (Frank Castle), Redwing [with Falcon], Rhino, Riddler, Robin, Shazam!, 
Silver Surfer, Songbird, Superman (Kal-El), Supergirl*, Thanos, The Thing, Thor, 
TMNT: Raphael, Wolverine, Ultron, Wonder Woman, Wonder Woman (Diana)



COCKTAILS SORTED BY TASTE
(These are only my humble opinions, use 
them as guidelines)

SWEET COCKTAILS (Other tastes present, 
sweet being dominant):
Anaconda#, Batgirl, Big Barda*, Bouncing Boy, Captain America, Captain 
Atom, Catwoman*, Clayface#, Deathstroke, Emma Frost*, Giganta, Green 
Arrow*, Green Lantern, Green Lantern (Hal Jordan), Harley Quinn, 
Hawkeye*, Hulk, Kitty Pryde, Luke Cage, Marshal Law, Namor, Phoenix, 
Poison Ivy (Pamela), Power Girl*, The Punisher, Raven, Scarecrow [both 
versions], Selene, She-Hulk, Silk Spectre*, Silk Spectre (Sally Jupiter)*,  Silver 
Sable, Solomon Grundy, Spider-Man, Storm, Supergirl*, Super Goof, 
Superman (The Last Son of Krypton)*, Superman (Man of Steel)#, Swamp 
Thing (The Green), Talia al Ghul, TMNT: Donatello, War Machine, Wonder 
Woman (Diana)

SWEET 'N SOUR (Some are more "Sour 'n 
Sweet"):
Asp*, Batman (Silent Guardian), Captain Marvel, Comedian*, Darkseid, 
Deadshot, Dr. Octopus, General Zod, Hawkgirl, Hawkman, Killer Frost, Mad 
Hatter, Magneto, Mandarin, Mr. Freeze*, Polaris, Riddler, The Thing, 
Sinestro [see "Beer Cocktails"], TMNT: Leonardo, Michelangelo, Raphael

MOSTLY SWEET, BUT ALSO 
BITTER/SPICY/WEIRD:
Ant-Man/Giant-Man, Aurora*, Batman (Caped Crusader), Bizarro*, Black Cat, 
Black Panther, Blade, Black Widow, Bumbebee, Calypso, Cheetah, Chemo*, 
Cyborg, Cyclops, Daredevil, Deadpool*, Domino, Dr. Strange, The Flash, 
Gambit, Gorilla Grodd, Hellcat, Huntress, Iceman*, Iron Fist, Iron Patriot, Jim
Gordon, Jolt, Judge Anderson, Judge Fire, KGBeast, Lady Shiva, Man-Bat, 
Metallo, Meteorite, Mirror Master,  Mr. Fantastic [both versions], 
Nightcrawler, Northstar*, Parasite#, Plastic Man, Princess Python, 
Psylocke*, Robin, Scarlet Witch, Superman (Kal-El), The Punisher (Frank 
Castle), Thundra#, Two-Face, Valkyrie, Venom, Wonder Woman



PLAIN SOUR (Other tastes present, but these 
are SOUR!):
Bane, Beast, Beast Boy, Electro, Elektra Natchios, John Constantine, Joker 
[sour, with a twist], Galactus, Killer Croc#, Red Tornado, Spectre, The Thing 
(Clobbering Time), Vision

SOUR/BITTER/SPICY/WEIRD...HARD TO 
CATEGORIZE:
Alfred Pennyworth, Black Adam, Cloak & Dagger*, Conan The Barbarian, 
Doomsday, Edwin Jarvis, Enchantress, Ghost Rider, Hellboy, Hugo Strange, 
Judge Dredd, Katana [mild  but weird-ish aroma], Killer Moth, Maxima* , 
Mr.Mxyzptlk, Mystique, Poison Ivy, Poison Ivy (The Green), Popeye, 
Redwing, Shazam!, Sláine The King, Thanos, Thor (Mjolnir), Wolverine 
(Logan)

MOSTLY BITTER/SPICY/WEIRD, BUT ALSO 
SWEET:
The Atom, Black Mamba, Bullseye, Diamondback, Dr. Manhattan, Etrigan, 
Gambit (Card Trick), Green Goblin, Human Torch (Flame on!), Invisible 
Woman, Iron Man, Iron Man (Tony Stark), Jack O' Lantern, Juggernaut, 
Lobo*, Mole Man*, Moloid, Nightwing, Nite Owl, Ozymandias [all versions], 
Quinntet, Ra's Al Ghul, Red Skull, Rogue, Sabretooth#, Silver Surfer, Storm 
(Ororo), Ultron, Wonder Woman (Golden Lasso), Zatanna Zatara, Zsasz

OUTRIGHT BITTER/SPICY/WEIRD:
Animal Man, Black Lightning, Batman (Dark Knight), Cheshire, Circe, 
Colossus, Dark Phoenix, Dr. Doom, Dr. Fate, Elektra, Human Torch, Judge 
Death, Judge Fear, Judge Mortis, Penguin, Rhino, Rorschach*, Satanus, 
Swamp Thing, Tigra, Wasp

BEER COCKTAILS are hard to categorize:
Bamse, Captain Boomerang, Harvey Bullock, Lex Luthor, Loki, Martian 
Manhunter, Sinestro [in "sweet'n sour"-department], Thor, Wolverine

COCKTAILS USING SPARKLING WINE:
Aquaman, Banshee, Black Canary, Falcon, Fin Fang Foom, Songbird, Starro



ALFRED PENNYWORTH

2 parts hot black tea

1 parts Midori

(dash of lemon juice)

Build into a tea cup or mug.

Try replacing Midori with some other
sour liqueur, eg. Sour Apple, or try
adjusting ratio. Maybe add some gin?

When it's cold, dark and depressing, you
truly need a friend... and who is better
friend than your loyal butler?
He is an Old School Englishman, after all,
that's why Alfred's namesake drink is
sour-ish (as in "uptight stiff" ;P )

See also "Edwin Jarvis".
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    ANACONDA

    4 cl (1 1/2 oz) Creme de
    Menthe

    2 cl (3/4 oz) port wine

    4 cl hot chocolate

    1 egg white

    Shake with ice and strain into
    a cocktail glass. Grate some
    chocolate on top.

Through its suffocating sweetness and richness this drink tries to simulate how does it feel 
to be constricted by Anaconda. Great for digestive after dinner, and as delightful people 
seem to be after the first sip, they'll never ask for a second serving.



ANIMAL MAN

2 parts extra dry
vermouth

1 part carrot juice

1 part orange juice

1 part Rose's Lime
Cordial

Shake with ice and strain
into a highball glass with
some ice in it. Garnish
with orange wedge, blue
parasol and blue straw.

Of course the garnish is missing from that picture, I always forget to photo it  again 
properly... Anyway, how to describe a man who can utilize animals' powers, there are so 
many? Instead of creating an incomprehensible muddle of tastes I decided to go for a 
decent refreshing summertime highball: not completely what you might expect from the 
colour (since Buddy Baker would surprise you with some unexpected animal power.)

    ANT-MAN / GIANT-MAN

    1 part Campari

    2 parts Triple Sec OR whisky

    6 parts strawberry juice

    2 parts pineapple juice

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball glass
    with lots of ice in it.

    Triple Sec produces "brisk" drink, using whisky
    results in more "full-bodied" version.
    Use one ore the other, not both. Select either
    tiny Ant-Man or colossal Giant-Man :D

    I don't know which is which, is Triple Sec Ant-
    Man or not... the idea of this drink, in addition
    of being nice summer drink, is to point out
   that changing tiny portion of the whole makes
   a difference... as Ant-Man, tiny as he might be,
   truly makes a difference.



AQUAMAN

"Gentle Seas" version

1 to 2 parts Luxardo Maraschino

1 part Blue Curacao

around 17 parts sparkling wine
(Prosecco)

Build into champagne flute or coupe.

"Ruthless Northern Seas" version

As above, but replace Maraschino
with kirschwasser. This is harsh.

Sparkling wine is natural substance
for representing seawater. Since
adding salt is a no-no, I emulated
"The Feel of The Sea" with the cherry
jolt of Marashino... or kirschwasser.

For Tropical Seas, please see Namor.

      ASP

      4 parts vodka

      2 to 3 parts Creme de Menthe

      3 parts lime juice

      6 parts simple syrup

      8 parts cream

      Shake with ice and strain into a highball glass
      filled with crushed ice. Garnish with mint and
      lime, add a straw.

      "There seems to be no alcohol in this one...oops,
      there sure is!" My representation of Asp's para-
      lyzing bolts... with gentle aroma, since she's a
      snake charmer.



THE ATOM

1 part tequila blanco

1 part vodka

1 part Blue Curacao

1 to 2 parts red grenadine, placed in the
freezer before-hand (it's supposed to be
so cold it's "thick")

Pour chilled grenadine into a shot glass.
Shake other ingredients with ice and
layer on top of the grenadine.

The colours are Atom's Blue and red, and it's a shot since he's so small... but there's more in
this drink: when you down it with one gulp shocking blue layer hits your taste buds, 
instantly to be washed away by sweet red. "What was that? Hit-and-run attack by Atom?"

    AURORA

    2 (or more) parts
    licorice vodka

    2 parts coffee

    1 part maple syrup

    Stir with or without ice
    and strain into a shot
    glass. Top with (whipped)
    cream.

I admit, this isn't one of my best superhero renditions: maple syrup for Canada and matching colour 
with Aurora's tights... intellectually lazy, I give you that. Anyway, please check out Northstar.

BAMSE, The World's Strongest Bear

10 parts lager

1 part lemon juice

1 part honey (maybe more, much more)

dash of Strega

(1 part aquavit)

Stir gently with ice, serve in suitable glass.

Beer cocktail with honey and Strega twist.
Please check out the mocktail version also.



BANE

3 parts tequila blanco,
100% puro de agave

5 parts orange juice

dash of Blue Curacao

dash of absinth

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

Green colour is, of course, because of Venom. Bane is from Santa Prisca, somewhere in the 
Caribbean, so it would've been more appropriate to use rum, but I decided to go with 
tequila to add some feel of that "Venom".
Best way to use absinth in Bane is to chill cocktail glass (either in the fridge or filled with 
crushed ice for a while) and spray the inside with a layer of absinth. This way its aroma
creeps in the way it is supposed to.

     BANSHEE

     2 parts dry prosecco

     up to 1 part yellow banana liqueur
     (or few splashes, see below)

      dash or two of Angostura Bitters

      (simple syrup if needed, see below)

      Build into a champagne flute, add a
      cherry (maybe green instead of pictured 
      red, to keep up with a colour theme?)
      and some crushed ice.

     The big idea, the very substance of this
     drink is the collision of dry sparkling wine
     and sweet liqueur; it represent the ripping
     power of Banshee's voice.
     The right amount of banana liqueur is
     completely up to the brand you're using,
     you'll just have to test and find it out.

     If "the collision" is a bit too much for you,
     please feel free to add some simple syrup,
     but it kinda ruins the idea of the cocktail.



    BATGIRL

    1 part Heering

    1 part whisky

    1 part apple juice

    Shake with ice and strain into a old
    fashioned glass with some ice in it.

    Batgirl: sweet, and packs a punch.
    What more can I say?

BATMAN (DARK KNIGHT)

6 parts dark rum

3 parts sweet red vermouth

2 parts Fernet Branca

Stir with ice and strain into a
cocktail glass.

Utterly weird version of Manhattan,
guaranteed to be as surly as The
Dark Knight himself.

                               [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



BATMAN (CAPED CRUSADER)

4 parts extra dry vermouth

3 parts gin

4 parts cherry juice

12 parts Coca-Cola

Build into a highball glass, add some
ice. Garnish with lemon wedge (Bat
Signal), add a straw.

For those of you who want a summer
time highball with "dry and surly" Bat
Taste, here's The Caped Crusader.
Vermouth and gin turn otherwise
intolerably sweet cherry+Coke-combo
into a menacing refreshment.
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    BATMAN
   (SILENT GUARDIAN)

    2 parts whisky

    1 part DOM Benedictine

    1 part Kahlúa

    2 parts apple juice

    1 part lemon juice

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    highball glass with some ice in
    it. Garnish with lemon wedge

                                                                                                               (Bat Signal), add a straw.

This is not a good cocktail :( , try Caped Crusader or Dark Knight instead. This recipe is from 
my very first blog post, luckily I've evolved as an amateur cocktail designer. 



BEAST

2 parts extra dry vermouth

1 part tequila blanco

1 part Triple Sec

1 part Blue Curacao

1 part lemon juice

Shake with ice and strain 
intoa cocktail glass.

Hank McCoy can be characterized with many words, including “very smart”… or“pretty 
sharp”. In my attempt to represent his intellect, I decided to make his cocktail “sharp”.

    BEAST BOY

     1 part sour apple liqueur

     1 part extra dry vermouth

     1 part lemon juice

      Shake with ice and strain into a
      small cocktail glass with some
      crushed ice in it.

      As with Animal Man: how to render
     someone's ability to utilize all
     animal powers? Instead, go for a

                                                                                                         refreshing little cocktail with 
"teenage feel". At least the colour is right (and sorry, no green animals in the picture).

BIG BARDA

2 parts Creme de Cassis

1 part vodka

2 parts cream

2 parts simple syrup (or red grenadine
for less "sour" pink colour)

Shake with ice and strain into a old
fashioned glass with some ice in it.
Blue, red and yellow garnish.

Seemingly innocent "Girly Drink", but Big Barda is nothing but "girly"!



BIZARRO #1

2 part licorice vodka

1 part milk

Shake with ice and stain
into a old fashioned
glass with some ice in it.

Sure, this drink would be
better with cream and
some added sugar... but
since Bizarro is a travesty
of Superman, Kansas Boy
Who Drinks Milk, his (its?)
namesake cocktail should
look like a glass of milk
which is "a bit off".

    BLACK ADAM

    2 parts vodka

    2 parts mezcal (San Cosme
    strongly recommended)

    1,5 parts Midori

    1 part Gammel Dansk

    4 parts cranberry juice

    1,5 parts lime juice

     Shake with ice and strain
    into a cocktail glass.

Now here's a weird one, Cosmopolitan twisted beyond recognition?!? I published Black 
Adam and Shazam! in the same post, since they are each other's opposite, good and evil.
Black Adam draws power from Shu-Horus-Amon-Zehuti-Aton-Mehen-combo, he and his 
cocktail share some same elements as Shazam!, some sour and bitter added... Shazam! is 
powered-up version of Long Island Iced Tea (yes, it can be powered up), Black Adam is 
perversed version of Cosmopolitan.

So, what about the taste? The aroma makes weird “curve” from your lips through your 
palate, kind of avoiding your tongue before ending up in your throat: it stays there for a 
moment… and after a sip, when you do that little lick at your lower lip, as we all 
unconciously do, you taste weird “salty” taste.

This cocktails truly is for those occasions when you drink slowly and ponderously!



BLACK CANARY

3 parts licorice vodka

2 (or more) parts simple syrup

around 15 parts sparkling wine
(Prosecco)

Build into champagne flute or coupe.

Please keep in mind that in this
compilation's vocabulary "sparkling
wine (Prosecco)" means dry Prosecco
which is sweetened with some simple
syrup (to combine Prosecco's dry kick
with "slippery" sweetness).
So, you should add 2 (or more) parts
simple syrup on top of that.

...but if you want to experience better
representation of "soundwave super
power rendered with bubbly" you
should check out Songbird.

Black Canary is okay, licorice's feisty
anise works well with Dinah Drake's
disposition, and golden colour goes
well with blonde hair... but this cocktail
isn't one of my best creations.

    BLACK CAT

    6 parts Lillet

    1 to 1,5 parts Kahlúa

    2 parts gin

    dash of green Chartreuse

    Stir with ice and strain into 
    a cocktail glass with some
    crushed ice in it. Garnish 
    with cherry and lime
    wedge.

    This cocktail is for situations
    where elegance is desired.

Lime wedge gives just enough sourness to crown the taste, please do not actually add any 
lime juice as it will dull the drink down.



    BLACK LIGHTNING

     2 parts extra dry vermouth

     1 part absinth

     1 part Blue Curacao

     Shake with ice and strain into an
     old fashioned glass with some
     ice in it.

     "Dry and weird", the taste of
     electricity. If you want to 
     emphasis black, simply add
     appropriate food colouring.
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BLACK MAMBA

3 parts Cynar

1 part Triple Sec

4 parts coffee

1 part simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with few ice cubes in it.

Jägermeister version: substitute Cynar
with Jägermeister and skip the simple
syrup... but this isn't nearly as good as
the Cynar version!

No, it isn't a glass of Coke, it's a small
dose of Darkforce! Energizing highball
that contains "jolt", not through massive
alcohol content, but because of caffeine
and that subtle bitterness of Cynar.

I'm very content with this creation, long
drink suitable for summer patios and
cold winter nights.



    BLACK PANTHER

    1 part white rum

    1 part Bols White Cocoa

    1 part Gammel Dansk

    2 parts cherry juice

    1 part apple juice

    Shake with ice and strain into
    a cocktail glass. Garnish with
    cherry.

Inspired by my trip to Wakanda...err, Uganda and Rwanda, I tried to reproduce the feeling 
that Africa's fabulous nature woke up in me. Barrage of "fruity" sensations, accompanied by
lurking danger: that is, predatory animals... though in reality only thing I was concerned was
traffic in bigger cities ;P
Gorilla Grodd was published in same post, designed with same mindset.

EDIT: in the original cocktail I didn't put much emphasis on the colour, I was more interested
in creating "dangerous and exotic jungle taste"... but let's face it: adding black food 
colouring really turns it into a Black Panther THE Cocktail.
A great suggestion from "Reader D."... rim the glass with suitable purple sugar etc., to 
represent B-Panther's "halo". It looks magnificent... but I couldn't produce decent photo
of it, hence without the rim :(



BLACK WIDOW

2 parts licorice vodka

1 part Fernet Branca

1 part either Creme de Cassis OR
red grenadine OR simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain into
a shot glass.

Creme de Cassis produces the
easiest result to drink: sweet
berry with dark undertones.

Red grenadine (pictured) is the
best "all-around" choice.

If you want to taste Fernet Branca
more clearly, use simple syrup.
In this version there is no
"socialist red", so if you want to
get political, this is the best
version to represent defected
Natasha Romanova.

Great shot to get drunk quickly...
because as efficient assassin,
Romanova hits quickly. Fernet
Branca is found in the drink
because it's bitterness is great
for rendering "socialist realism".
I admit, I repeat myself with this,
check out eg. Colossus.

    BLADE

    2 to 3 parts ginger rum

    1 part Creme de Cassis

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    shot glass.

    Shot of blood for (quasi)vampire;
    simple, eh? Great for getting
    wasted in your superhero themed
    Halloween party (start with 2 
    parts ginger rum, you will end
    drinking three-parters ;P ).



    BOUNCING BOY

    Blue part, top:

    white rum

    Blue Curacao, for colour

    Black part, bottom:

    1 part De Kyuper Blueberry

    1 part Bols Cocoa White

    1 part tequila blanco

     black food colouring    
                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                     (simple syrup, to taste)

Add some ice to an old fashioned glass (one big ice ball seems essential ;P ). Shake parts 
separately with ice andlayer into the glass. Serve with a straw, see below.

This drink really bounces! Enjoy it either without a straw or with one; alternating between the layers
creates "A Bounce" between two totally different aromas.

BULLSEYE

1 part tequila blanco

1 part Jägermeister

1 part energy drink (with taurine)

black food coloring

Stir with ice and strain into a
shot glass.

This is one mean shot! Make
sure that the energy drink
you're using contains taurine;
its bitter taste is essential part
of the drink.
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BUMBLEBEE

3 parts Lillet

1 to 2 parts Triple Sec

2 parts pineapple juice

Shake with ice and strain into
a small cocktail glass. Honey
rim to glass is optional.

Delightful little cocktail with
"nectary" feel (even without
honey rim), great as a digestive
after a meal in the garden.
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                                      [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



    CALYPSO
    
     4 parts whisky or dark rum

     4 parts Midori

     1,5 parts Heering

     1 part Green Chartreuse

     8 parts pineapple juice

     4 parts orange juice

     1,5 parts lemon juice

     1 part red grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into a highball glass with lots of ice in it. "Weird Voodoo" garnish.

This cocktail started out as an experiment themed "fusion of Singapore Sling and Planter's 
punch".... well, I ended up really far from those parameters... anyway, this is the best way I can 
describe Calypso, Voodoo Priestess from The Caribbean.

CAPTAIN AMERICA

4 parts Passõa

1 part Triple Sec

2 parts pineapple juice

1 part red grenadine

Blue Curacao, chilled in the freezer
well beforehand

Shake the ingredients (except Curacao)
vigorously with ice and strain into a
cocktail glass. Barefully layer Blue
Curacao on top: white pineapple foam
should set on top, leaving the red
part to the bottom.

It's Red, White and Blue. It's simple and
straightforward, as it's namesake... and
that is not an insult, that's just the way
the character is.
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    CAPTAIN ATOM

    3 parts white rum

    2 parts peach liqueur

    1 part Luxardo Maraschino

    Shake with ice and strain 
    into a cocktail glass with 
    some crushed ice in it (not
    too much, or it will water
    down in unpleasant way).
    Garnish with red cherry.

    Usually I do my cocktail
    development sober:

                                                                                                                      mixing small doses, making 
notes, adjusting ratios... at an instant I realize I'm affected by alcohol (everything starts to 
taste great) I stop and continue another day. Well, some drinks are not meant to be means 
to get drunk, they are means to get even more drunk! This is a killer, real powerhouse, but 
what other way you would describe a fellow who is a living atom reactor?

CAPTAIN BOOMERANG

3 parts Foster's (or some other
Aussie beer :D )

1 part sala syrup

1 part gold tequila

Build into a suitable glass. Adding
ice recommended.

The taste of this drink seems to
"float" to somewhere far away...
then it comes back! :D
It's the combination of sala and
tequila that does it; combination is
too tense, that's why it's "diluted"
with beer... and it MUST be
Australian beer! ;P
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CAPTAIN MARVEL

2 parts De Kyuper
Sour Rhubarb

1 part vodka

dash of lemon juice

Shake with ice and
strain into a cocktail
glass. If you insist some
kind of garnish, let it
be a lemon peel.

Antics considering the
use of name "Captain
Marvel" in comic books
are grotesque legal 
stunts, but let's focus on Marvel's Captain Marvel (see Shazam! for other Captain Marvel).

Mar-vell has seen so many deaths and resurrections, I don't know which version I should 
base his/her cocktail on. Should it be mostly blue with little red or vice versa, or maybe 
completely white? Which version should the aroma represent?
Instead of getting stuck to that I created a cocktail that can be described with definitions 
"powerful" and "something that has "seriousness" in it". This is it, a cocktail suitable for 
summer patios ,or even more, to spring patios when the air still has some lingering chill.

                          [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



CATWOMAN

1 part coffee rum

1 part coconut milk

1 part evaporated milk

Mix ingredients in blender
without ice, or whisk them.
Pour into a cocktail glass,
grate some chocolate on
top (lime flavoured choco-
late is top choice).

Pretty obvious ingredients
for creating Cat Woman-themed
cocktail... but seems to please people year after another: after first sip they express their 
delight and ask "what's in this?"... and then they start counting the calories. ;P

    CHEETAH

    4 parts tequila reposado

    2 parts DOM Benedictine

    1 part lime juice

    1 part pineapple juice

    4 parts raspberry juice

    Shake with ice and strain into a 
    margarita glass. Garnish with lime
    wedge and raspberries/raspberry
    candy.

    In the non-offensive enviroment of
    poolside patio stalks The Cheetah!

    My Test Subjects, not one of them,
    realized that the "funny taste" of
    this drink comes from tequila.
    The idea is not to hide the alcohol
    content (I'm not a big fan of that
    trick) but to represent the danger
    of Cheetah, lurking in the shadows.
    You know she's somewhere there, but
    don't know exactly where...



CHEMO

1 part vodka

1 part Campari

1 part simple syrup

1 part cream

Blue Curacao and Creme de
Menthe, placed in the freezer
well beforehand

Prepare blue ice by mixing
little bit Blue Curacao with
water. While placing the ice
tray into the freezer, put Blue Curacao and Creme de Menthe there also.

Shake other ingredients with ice and strain into a highball glass. Add blue ice, pour in 
some glacially cold Curacao and Menthe.

Blue Curacao will "sail" around the drink, Menthe will set at the bottom, creating "fresh 
relief" after finishing this weird summer drink. Glass of toxic waste...but pleasant one! ;P

    CHESHIRE

    1. Mix one part creme de menthe and 
     one part tequila blanco OR absinth. Put
     in the freezer to cool.

    2. Put lot of rosemary sprigs and 5
    parts gin in the shaker. Mush with
    pestle throughoyly, let it rest for
    10-15 minutes.

    (3. Enjoy another cocktail while
     waiting ;P)

 4. Place couple of rosemary sprigs into the cocktail glass, add some crushed ice. Add 
cold dark green mixture from the freezer.

5. Add 5 parts Lillet and 1 part Midori to the shaker with gin and rosemary, add ice and 
shake vigorously. Layer to the glass, add more rosemary sprig on top.

(6. Optional: dry some rosemary sprigs beforehand. Light them up, to burn as incense, 
and serve the drink along them. Scent is pretty... hmm, intoxicating/"poisonous". This 
maneuver is not necessary, but a nice touch anyway.)

Pretty laborous cocktail, but I think it gives a good feel of Cheshire's toxin-laced fingernails 
and of her capabilities as lethal assassin.



CIRCE

3 parts Triple Sec

1 Part Campari

4 parts beetroot
juice

Shake with ice and
strain into a cocktail
glass. "Hypnotic"
garnish, whatever it
means to you.

Well, here's a tough
nut to crack for those
late night drunken
philosophy sessions.
Having said that... there seems to be a small percentage of population who enjoy this 
cocktail all night long, from start to finish.
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    CLAYFACE

    4 cl (1 1/2 oz) Skittles tequila

    4 cl Kahlúa

    4 cl orange juice

    1 egg white

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    old fashioned glass with some
    ice in it.

This cocktail is one of my great successes, and failures... unfortunately egg whites seem to 
have different qualities: some of them mix perfectly with Skittles tequila, some of them 
don't.
Originally recipe contained 6 cl both S-tequila and orange juice: sometimes the cocktail 
worked out perfectly, sometimes it tasted...miscalculated. I made experiments, realized that
"the unknown factor" was egg whites... and managed to solve the problem by adding 
Kahlúa: now, I guarantee, it will taste great every time!
So, what does it taste like? Well, much better what it looks like...but should Clayface's 
namesake cocktail even look nice and inviting?



CLOAK AND DAGGER

Cloak:

3 parts Skittles tequila, 1 part sweet red vermouth, 6 to 8 parts Coca-Cola

OR...

3 parts Skittles tequila, 2 parts sweet red vermouth, 6 to 8 parts Coca-Cola, 1 part coffee

Stir with ice and strain into a old fashioned glass with some ice in it.

Dagger:

2 (or more) parts ginger rum, 2 parts cream, 1 part simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain into a shot glass.

Start with Cloak, sipping. When you're fed up with the taste (and you will, I assure you), 
shoot Dagger. Then you'll welcome Cloak's aroma again.
Neither one of them work well independently, but together they function perfectly. Just 
like in the comic books.



COLOSSUS

Vodka

Gammel Dansk, around one
teaspoon per 4 cl (1 1/2 oz)
of vodka

Few drops of Blue Curacao
(for colour)

Shake with ice andstrain into
a shot glass. Face the winds
of Siberia.

“Zdravstvui, tovarishch!
Greetings from 
Ust-Ordynsky Collective! 
Here in Siberia we do not do no fancy drinks, we keep it simple. Za vaŝe zdorovje!”

    COMEDIAN

    2 parts cream liqueur (Bailey's,
    Dooley's, etc.)

    2 parts Midori

    1 part tequila blanco (100% puro
    de agave strongly recommended)

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    old fashioned glass with some
    ice in it.

    "The American Dream - Rotten" is
    the idea behind this drink. Looks 

like a glass of milk, something you would drink with a slice ofapple pie (or something 
equally American treat)... and then you look closer... "it's green-ish? Tainted? Corrupt?"

"Whatta hell happened to us? What happened to The American Dream?"

"What happened to the american dream? It come true! You're looking at it."

                                                                  -Nite Owl and Comedian in "Watchmen"
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CONAN THE BARBARIAN

1 part lager

1 part cider

1 part red wine

dash of Cynar

Build into suitably primitive
container. Ice optional.

I stumbled upon IRL "cocktail
recipe" from Ancient Greece:
 beer, mead and wine.
I swapped mead to cider, and
was positively surprised: it's not as nearly disgusting as it sound like, actually pretty nice...
but it lacked something.
Cynar proved out to be "the missing link": Conan The Cocktail - derived from actual ancient 
drink recipe :D
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CYBORG

1 part Passõa

1 part Battery energy drink

few dashes of Angostura Bitters

Build into a highball glass, add lots of ice.
"Staring red eye" garnish is essential :D

Simple refreshment, great for those summer
night parties when you need little extra energy
to make till the sunset... "Battery", because
Cyborg needs power for his mechanical
body.
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     CYCLOPS

     4 parts vodka

     1 to 2 parts orgeat syrup

     3 parts orange juice

     3 parts Fanta

     Red part: red grenadine and Campari, 1:1

     Prepare the red part first, stirring with ice.
     Build the rest of the drink into a highball
     glass, add lots of ice. Pour in the red part,
     it will sink to the bottom.
     Little garnish, if any! Sorry for the mis-
     leading pic, I got carried away.

     Drinking this highball takes you through
     Cyclops' emotions as he gradually grows
     more and more bitter towards "normal"
     humans.



DAREDEVIL

3 parts whisky

1 parts Aperol

1 part red grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail
glass.

"Devil of Hell's Kitchen"-version:

Substitute whisky with bourbon.

Daredevil being truly a New Yorker
character, I decided to base his cocktail
in... well, New Yorker Cocktail. Adjusting
the ratios and adding little bitterness with
Aperol to counterbalance the sweetness:
here we go, Daredevil Cocktail, for your
serene cocktail sessions.

    DARK PHOENIX

    2 parts sloe gin

    1 part cognac

    few drops of Angostura bitters*

    Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail
    glass.

    * This can't be stressed enough: single drops
     instead usual dashes. Suitable amount of
     Angostura makes the drink interesting, too
    much ruins it.
    This can be seen as the allegory for the
    series of events when Jean Grey went from
    Phoenix to Dark Phoenix. Allegories aside,
    I think this cocktail captivates Dark Phoenix's
    substance pretty well.



DARKSEID

2 parts cachaca

1 part Kahlúa

1 parts lime juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned glass
with some ice and lime
wedges in it.

This tasty caipirinha variation
is what Darkseid would sip
while gazing his oppressed
slaves toil for him.

    DEADPOOL

    2 parts tequila blanco

    1 part Amaretto di Saronno

    1 part cream

    1 part milk

    1 part sala syrup

    dash of Tabasco sause

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    highball glass with lots of ice in it.
    Ridicilous pink garnish.

    What would Deadpool drink while
    chilling on the beach? A drink that looks
    ridicilous; a drink that contains tequila,
    that classic notorious booze; a drink 
    that doesn't taste as strong as it is (I
    normally loath designing those drinks,
    but this calls for exception); a drink
    that has funny "bubblegum" taste...
    It's all in here, ehjoy!
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DEADSHOT

2 parts jelly bean
tequila

1 part apple juice

1 part lemon juice

Shake with ice and
strain into a shot
glass.

For stronger late
night version simply
pass apple juice.

Naturally it had to be "a shot". These are just too easy to shoot "in rapid fire", look out...

    DEATHSTROKE

    1 part dark rum

    1 part Campari

    3 parts orange juice

    Rim highball glass with
    Blue Curacao and
    powdered sugar.
    Shake other ingredients
    with ice and strain into
    the glass, add some ice.

    "Campari and orange 
    juice" is the oldest trick in 

                                                                                                                            the book, it's in the back
label of Campari bottle... I just think that recommended 1:1 ratio is unsatisfactory. After
adjusting that, I gave it some "convincing substance" by adding dark rum. Blue rim is not
just for the colour theme, once in a while you might need some "sweet relief".

This is the highball Slade Wilson sips in the poolside while planning for his next hit: it's 
definetly "summer time", but it has some "threatening moods" that fit the character well.
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DIAMONDBACK

4 parts Le Purp

4 parts extra dry vermouth

1 part Parfait Amour

2 parts apple juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

As usual, my photo of
a purple drink is abysmal.
Lighted up with brute force
and a tiny bit of photoshop-
ping; then the colour is
close to reality.
As you might have realized, this drink represents Serpent Society's mercenary, not Luke 
Cage's adversary. Enjoy it slowly and it reveals it's full aromatic potential to you.

     DOMINO

     3 parts whisky

     1 to 2 parts DOM Benedictine

     3 parts extra dry vermouth

     dash of Peychaud's bitters

     drop of black food colouring

     Rim small cocktail glass with lime juice
     and powdered sugar. Shake ingredients
     with ice and strain into the glass.

     Of course this drink works without food
     colouring, it will just be golden brown...
     nice colour, actually, but I think Domino's
     drink should be black.

     What about the taste? I tried to capture
     Domino's feel of always being "lucky" and
     her adversaries constant depression of
     being "unlucky."

     Maybe I didn't succeed, your call, but at least
     it's a nice, elegant cocktail.



DOOMSDAY

2 parts licorice vodka

1 part Creme de Cassis

2 parts tomato juice

1 part lemon juice

Shake with ice and strain into a
cocktail glass. Garnish with olive
(or cherry).

He killed Superman, so he isn't
actually after popularity; if you
don't like his cocktail... well, too bad. 
Okay, it's not that simple: this cocktail has it's friends and suitable occasions for drinking it...
both of them are very few, I admit. The colour is modelled after Superman's dried blood
spilled in cold concrete.

    DR. DOOM

    4 parts vodka

    2 parts Noilly Pratt (or some other
    dry vermouth)

    1 part Pisang Ambon

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    cocktail glass.

    Many consider Vodka Martini "a cool
    cocktail". Dr. Doom is cool in his over-
    whelming evilness... so, he drinks
    Martinis.

    Simple Martini variation for those who
    love Martinis but wouldn't mind some
    variety once in a while.
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DR. FATE

2 parts Skittles tequila

1 part Campari

Shake with ice and strain into a old
fashioned glass with some ice in it.

Colour has nothing to do with Hector
Hall... but be warned: this drink is
only for those who can handle the
strongest Winds of Magic.
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DR. MANHATTAN

3 parts gin

2 parts Luxardo
Maraschino

1 part Blue Curacao

dash of Tabasco sauce

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with glow sticks,
pop candy etc. to create
Intrinsic Field Subtractor
feel.

Okay, dude is basically omnipotent: what should his drink taste like? Instead of wrestling 
with the question I just decided to create weird (but enjoyable) cocktail with multitude of 
aspects. With all that light and sound this naturally tends to be A Party Drink... with a lot of 
kick, so be careful or you'll find yourself in some sort of "reactor" next morning ;P



DR. OCTOPUS

Prepare a frappe: cool suitable small
glasses in the freezer beforehand.
Fill them with crushed or shaven ice,
then quickly prepare the drink.

2 parts absinth

1 part Midori

2 parts Rose's lime cordial

Shake with ice and strain into ice-filled
glasses. Add a straw.

Frappes are suitable for desserts, or the
ways to get drunk deceivingly fast.
Nothing in Doc Ock screams his cocktail
should be frappe... except that it's
humanly possible to drink eight of these,
instead of, say, strong highballs! :D
There's a challenge for you!

Okay, I tried to include Otto Octavius' not-
so-nice disposition in the taste also... mixture
of Midori's zest and strong anise of absinth
should do it, with a little help from good ol'
lime cordial.

     DR. STRANGE

     3 parts Skittles tequila

     2 parts Dr. Pepper (please don't substitute with Coke)

     1 part Kahlúa

     Stir with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

     Unfortunately the colour is pretty displeasing, but I
     decided to stick with it... because the taste is great!
     
     Dr. Strange The Cocktail is for those occasions when
     you enjoy your drinks slowly. Take your time after
     each sip: you'll taste each sip three times, I think
     that's pretty "mystical" experience, suitable for
     representing Dr. Strange.
     "Thrice-tasting" has something to do with Dr. Pepper,
     it doesn't occur if you use eg. Coca-Cola.



EDWIN JARVIS

4 parts hot black tea

1 part DOM Benedictine

(some honey)

Build into a tea cup or mug

Try replacing DOM with other sweet
liqueurs: Heering, sloe gin... maybe add
a dash of cognac?
In our series "faithful servants" Alfred
Pennyworth, being an Englishman, is
sour (so goes the stereotype) and let's
face it: wouldn't you be sour if you had
to spend your time in dusty old mansion?

Edwin, on the other hand, lives hangs out
in Stark Tower, in the middle of Manhattan.
How sweet is that?
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    ELECTRO

    1 part rowanberry
    vodka

    1 to 2 parts orange
     juice

    Shake with ice and strain
    into an old fashioned
    glass with some ice in it.
    Garnish with orange 
    wedge, and possibly 
    with green cherry.

    Electrocution tastes
    like this.



    ELEKTRA

    8 parts vodka

    4 parts Noilly Prat

    2 parts Aperol

    1 to 2 parts ouzo (or similar
    alcohol with strong anise
    flavour)

    Shake with ice and strain into
    a cocktail glass.

Elektra is, of course, lethal; so should be her cocktail. Adding bitterness to vodka martini is 
like betting stabbed with a pair of sai, but let's not leave it to that... adding ouzo is not just 
a cheap trick of introducing her Greek heritage to the drink: it also softens Aperol's kick a 
bit, same time introducing another mysterious element to the whole.

ELEKTRA NATCHIOS

9 parts rowanberry vodka

2 to 3 parts dry vermouth (Noilly Prat)

(up to 1 part simple syrup or apricot
brandy, but see below)

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail
glass. Garnish with rowanberries.

To celebrate Elektra's lethal nature even
more, I designed another cocktail for her.
This is a real killer, and you might be
tempted to add some sweetness to
soften it up a little: that's okay, but
please be careful... too much sugar will
destroy the idea of "The Deadliest
Vodka Martini Variant Around".
Apricot brandy is better softener than
simple syrup, also adds a hint of
"nobility", but be warned: it also turns
that nice faint red into something more
brown.
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EMMA FROST

1 part gin

1 part Luxardo Maraschino

1 part simple syrup

2 parts milk

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with some ice in it. Garnish with lime
wedge and cherry, add a straw.

Don't underestimate White Queen! She
(and her drink) might look innocent, but
both pack a hidden punch.

This summer highball is for those who
want some variation for fruit juice-based
refreshments, or find my cream-based
creations too... well, creamy.
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    ENCHANTRESS

    1 part ginger rum

    2 parts sour apple liqueur

    1 part apple juice

    Shake with ice and strain
    into a cocktail glass. "Magical
    and/or mystical" garnish.
  
    Fiery ginger and sour apple; a
    decent representation of
    June Moore's powers, I dare 
    to say.



ETRIGAN

approximately 30 cl (10 oz) parts red wine, 4 cl (1 1/2 oz) Campari, 2 cl (3/4 oz) creme de 
cassis, 2 cl simple syrup (2 cl gin, optional).

Rim margarita glass with red wine and powdered sugar. Build the drink in the glass, same
temperature you would serve red wine; no ice.

"Gone! Gone! O' form of man, And rise the Demon Etrigan!!" This is my humble attempt to 
describe the infernal liquid that flows in Jason Blood's veins. Great for winter evenings.

    FALCON

    15 part sweetened or dry sparkling wine

     2 parts Bols Cacao White (or similar liqueur)

     sala syrup, to taste

     Build into a champagne flute, add some crushed ice.

     Sparkling wine creates a suitable base ingredient for
     "soaring"; sala syrup makes the taste really "jump";
      Bols Cacao White adds a synthetical element - Falcon's
     wings are artificial, after all.
     Colour theme is after good ol' red n' white Falcon,
     although we'll have to settle for crushed is as white.

     This drink is designed to be enjoyed with Redwing,
     please check it out.



THE FLASH

2 parts ginger rum

1 part lime juice

1 part red grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into an
old fashioned glass.

It packs a jolt, thanks to fiery ginger,
and it's quick to finish. What more
can you ask?
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FIN FANG FOOM

Kahlúa (from freezer)

green part:

5 parts dry/extra dry Prosecco

1 part Midori

dash of lemon juice

Twirl a lemon peel into a champagne flute,
add some glacially cold Kahlúa. Gently
stir the green part with ice, carefully
layer on top. Add some crushed ice.
Finally sprinkle some cinnamon on top.

Green part is dry and ruthless as Makluan
giant reptile itself; cinnamon is not for
taste (it will not end up in your mouth
unless you drink the glass to very last
drop), it's for creating "Chinese" scent
for the cocktail (maybe experiment with
Chinese fivespice?).

Anyway, the sweet relief in the end repre-
sents Fantastic Four's (or whomever's)
triumph against this foul reptile... until
he returns, once again.



HARLEY QUINN

4 parts licoroce vodka

1 part Creme de Cassis

1 part lime juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned glass
with some ice in it.

The Ultimate Party Drink!
Tasting "Black & Red", it
goes down very easy
(almost too easy) and whacks you in the head like H.Q.'s infamous mallet!

    HAWKEYE

    2 parts whisky

    1 to 2 parts Blue Curacao

    5 parts raspberry juice

    2 parts red grenadine

    1 part cream

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass with lots of ice in it. Serve with
    straw.

    Looks like I can't produce a decent photo
    of a purple drink... Hawkeye the Cocktail
    is purple, not pink!

    Same philosophy as with Green Arrow...
    a bow makes a superhero, really?!?
    So, I decided to jest around these two
    bow-toting fellas, and design their
    cocktails "funny"... looks like I succeeded,
    since the first reaction from the people
    who taste Hawkeye or Green Arrow is
    smile :D
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HAWKGIRL

1 part white rum

1 part Triple Sec

2 parts carrot juice

4 parts Coca-Cola

Stir with ice and strain into a highball
glass with some ice and lime wedges
in it.

Hawkgirl and Hawkman: the colour of
these drinks has nothing to do with
Thanagarians!
Instead of visual references I decided
to go for The Feel: freedom of flying
through the blue skies... when the sun is 
shining and it's warm, of course.

Carrot juice+Coke-combo proved out to
be new and refreshing, giving a sensation
of "flying free", se here we go.

Hawkgirl is refreshing highball to that theme;
for those who seek something little stronger
I recommend Hawkman, below.

    HAWKMAN

    2 parts cognac

    1 part Triple Sec

    1 part carrot juice

    2 parts Coca-Cola

    Stir with ice and strain into a
    old fashioned glass with some
    ice and couple of lime wedges
    in it.

    For description please see
    Hawkgirl, above.
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HELLBOY

1 part Skittles tequila

1 part tomato juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a suitable glass.

Absolute hit for Halloween
parties! It's red and it has a
certain "infernal" taste.

And easy to produce (once
you've manufactured Skittles
tequila beforehand) so getting
drunk on Halloween is easy
as ABC!

    HELLCAT

    Prepare a frappe. Cool suitable small
    thick glasses in the freezer beforehand;
    fill them with crushed/shaven ice, then
    quickly prepare the drink.

    1 part yellow banana liqueur

    1 part Amaretto di Saronno

    dash of Tabasco sauce

    Shake vigorously with ice until glacially
    cold, strain into ice-filled glasses. Serve
    with a straw.

    I admit: this drink is not inspired by
    Hellcat Patsy Walker as much as it is
    by combination of words "hell" and "cat".
    Sweet aromatic sensations ("cat")
    clashing with fiery Tabasco ("hell").

    Of course Patsy Walker has spend more
    than her fair share in hell, so after all
    this summertime frappe makes sense
    "superherocomics-wise".

    superherococktails.com



HUGO STRANGE

2 parts tequila blanco

1 part Campari

4 parts cranberry juice

Shake with ice and strain into a
highball glass with lots of ice in it.
Garnish with orange peel.

This is the drink that Professor
Strange sips while examining 
the results of the latest mutant
torture experiment, I think it 
has a “intellectual and emotionally cold” feel.

    HULK

    Prepare blue ice beforehand: little bit of
    Blue Curacao/blue grenadine with water.

    Pour 2 parts bourbon (Jim Beam), 1 part
    lemon juice and 1 part Galliano into the
    biggest highball glass you have. Add 4 to 6
    parts cold Mountain Dew. Gentle stir.

    Now (and not before) add blue ice, it'll
    start melting instantly, starting to turn
    yellow drink green.... first it's pale green,
    but as the ice quickly melts the drink gets
    deeper and deeper green colour...

    So it's a drinking game! Can you escape
    Hulk's wrath = can you finish the drink
    before all the ice have melted?
    Ice containing Blue Curacao or blue
    grenadine is pretty "soggy", it melts very
    quickly... so there's a challenge!

    Warning: this drink, enjoyed in "The
    Drinking Game Style", has all the
    ingredients of Summer Party Chaos...
    But Hulk, after all, is the embodiment of
    the word "(drunken) rampage", so the
    drink is appropriate! ;P
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HUMAN TORCH

4 parts white rum

1 part Campari

2 parts Carrot juice

1 part red grenadine

dash of Tabasco sauce

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

Campari lover version: As above, but switch
the ratios of Campari and carrot juice.

Nice little apertif, with enough bitter and
fiery aroma to arouse your appetite. For more
serious Human Torch action, please see "Flame
On!", below.

    HUMAN TORCH (FLAME ON!)

    1 part ginger rum

    1 part Passõa

    Shake with ice and strain into a shot glass. 
    Top with overproof rum, light it up and serve
    instantly.

    Flame on! is for those late night drinking 
    sessions when you really should be home,
    sleeping....

    PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH FLAMING
    DRINKS!
    USE SUITABLE COVER TO PUT OUT THE
    FLAMES, AND MAKE SURE FLAMES ARE
    COMPLETELY EXTINGUISHED BEFORE
    CONSUMING THE DRINK!
    USE THICKER GLASSES TO AVOID
    BREAKAGE!



    HARVEY BULLOCK

     4 parts lager

     2 parts tequila reposado

     1 part De Kyuper Sour Rhubarb

     Build into a suitable glass, some ice recommended.

     Harvey might be obnoxious and coarse, even corrupt to
     some extent... but at the end of the day, he is one of those
     few loyal cops in GCPD that Jim Gordon can truly trust.
     His namesake drink is as vulgar as he is...
     "Hey, it's only beer! Alcohol is gone until the end of
     my lunch hour! "[adds some tequila when no one is
     watching]

HUNTRESS

1 part Gammel Dansk

4 parts port wine

4 parts Coca-Cola

Stir with ice and strain into
a highball glass with some
ice in it.

Mixture with mysterious feel...
and a hint of bitterness, since
it's Gotham City by night ;P

    ICEMAN

    4 parts alcohol with strong anise taste

    1 to 2 parts Blue Curacao

    4 parts lime juice

    6 parts simple syrup

    8 parts cream

    Shake with ice and strain into an old
    fashioned glass filled with ice. Serve
    with some kind of a stirrer.

                                                                                                             This drink has strong and "glacial" feel :D



                                                                                           

INVISIBLE WOMAN

3 parts mezcal

1 part Bols Cocoa White

Shake with ice and strain into a
suitable stemmed glass, or serve
it as a schnapps from a shot glass
before the meal.

Absolutely no garnish at all, unless
you come up with something
transparent.

"Invisible" is obvious here, but what's
 so "Sue Storm" in this drink? Well,
 looks innocent but delivers a punch.

IRON FIST

Shake two parts separately
with ice and layer them
one after another in the
shot glass.

1st (bottom) part, brown:

1 to 2 parts DOM Benedictine
1 part Kahlúa

2nd (top) part, green:

1 part tequila blanco/vodka
1 part Midori

In my blog, I accompanied this drink with a serious rant about worthless superhero cocktails found in the 
internet. "Green Lantern is green, so his cocktail should be green. Solution: Sprite and some green liqueur."

Come on, people! Give it at least a try! Designing superhero cocktails purely on thematics ("Wolverine The 
Cocktail is beer and whisky because he's no fancy pants") or visual basis is intellectually lazy, underestimating 
people who enjoy both cocktails and superhero comics (as Yours Truly happens to do).

So, what's with the brown and green colour of this drink? ...And now I am going to go Full Thematic with this 
one: some of you might know that John Byrne is slightly colour blind, and in the beginning he thought that 
Iron Fist's costume is brown, not green.

On the other hand... if you taste this one... it's "quick", as Iron Fist's punch... and the first sensation is getting 
punched, followed by another kind of after taste: he punched you twice and you didn't even notice it in the 
first place.

So: even if my drinks might look like Thematic Sludges, they always try to describe the character in their taste. 
An now... Enough with this rant, onto the next cocktail recipe.



IRON MAN

1 part gin

1 part Amaretto di Saronno

2 parts tomato juice

Shake with ice and strain into a shot glass.

Tony Stark is an alcoholic, Bloody Mary
probably is his favourite hangover cure, that's
why the tomato juice... which, combined with
Amaretto, creates a "mechanical" taste: goes
well with his suit.

IRON MAN (TONY STARK)

2 whisky, 1 part Malibu, 3 parts tomato juice, dash of red grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

Same guidelines as in the first Iron Man drink: suitable for hangovers, "mechanical" feel.



IRON PATRIOT

Bottom layer, blue: 1 part Blue Curacao,1 part Kirschwasser,1 part mezcal, 2 parts 
simple syrup

Middle layer, red: 3 parts mezcal,2 parts De Kyuper Sour Rhubarb ,1 part Amaretto di 
Saronno, 1 part red grenadine

Top layer, colourless/white: 1 part mezcal, 1 part vodka

Shake layers separately with ice and layer into an old fashioned glass with some ice in it.

Combining "mechanical" taste (Iron) with red-white-blue (Patriot), this drink is somewhat 
laborous to prepare, but worth it. Right amount of ice is crucial: there should be something 
left when you finish the drink, meaning the cocktail should stay cool right down to the last 
drop - if it gets "warm" (or less cool), the sweetness probably gets unpalatable.

                              [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



JACK O'LANTERN

Skewer a marshmallow
with suitable pick.

2 parts Gammel Dansk

3 parts Pisang Ambon

1 part apple juice

Stir and pour into a
suitable glass (no ice
needed). Top with
overproof rum and
serve.
Light up the drink and
roast the marshmallow.
Put out the fire, then
enjoy the drink while munching the candy.

    Quintessential Halloween
    Drink! One of my Test
    Subjects demanded me to
    design a flaming drink where
    you roast a marshmallow and
    enjoy it alongside the drink...

    Instantly I thought Jack 
    O'Lantern, once upon a time
    my favourite Spider-Man
    adversary.
    So here it is, cocktail leaning
    heavily on thematical
    connections with character...
    Taste doesn't describe him
    specifically, but it's a nice way
    to get drunk on Halloween :D

PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH FLAMING DRINKS!

USE SUITABLE COVER TO PUT OUT THE FLAMES, AND MAKE SURE FLAMES ARE 
COMPLETELY EXTINGUISHED BEFORE CONSUMING THE DRINK!

USE THICKER GLASSES TO AVOID BREAKAGE!
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JIM GORDON

3 to 4 parts apricot
brandy

2 parts vodka

1 part mezcal

dash of lemon juice

Shake with ice and
strain into a cocktail
glass.

Commissioner Gordon
holds a lonely post in
GCPD: so few honest men,
so many corrupted crooks...
Apricot brandy stands for a sweet comfort Jim is seeking from the bottle in the darkest
hours of the night; vodka is for added kick he needs to stay sane; mezcal creeps up,
representing all that filth and madness he's trying to lock up in Arkham and Blackgate.

                         [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



JOHN CONSTANTINE

4 parts gin

2 parts Passõa

1 part Campari

4 parts blood grapefruit
juice, hand-squeezed

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned glass
with some ice in it. Garnish
with grapefruit wedge.
Serve with a pack of Silk
Cuts ;P

Instead of trying to describe his magical talents I decided to go for his personality: bitter, 
sour, but fundamentally warm-hearted... all this soaked in a lots of gin, naturally.
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    JOKER

    Prepare the purple part first.
    "Dilute" red grenadine to lighter
    rep colour with simple syrup and/
    or Triple Sec. Then add Blue
    Curacao, one drop at the time,
    stirring, until the colour is right.
    Then add some Tabasco sauce and
    set the purple part aside.

    Then prepare the green part:

    1 part Midori, 1 part tequila 
    blanco (100% puro de agave),
    1 part lemon juice

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass. Then pour in the purple part, it should set 
at the bottom.

So the first sensation is very "joker-esque": strong, offensive, truculent. Then you get used 
to it, thinking you can handle it... it is very sour, so you're really looking forward for that 
purple part which promises sweet relief...
And there it is, sweet dessert to reset the sour taste; you think that you've survived Joker 
The Cocktail... and then comes The Final Punchline. The Killing Joke.



JOLT

2 parts Malibu

1 part licorice vodka

1 part red grenadine

OR...

3 parts Malibu

3 parts licorice vodka

2 parts red grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into
a small old fashioned glass
with some ice in it.

Helen Takahama was very young when she joined Thunderbolts, so I decided that her 
cocktail should be described with words "nice little..." or "petite"... but, according to her 
superheroine name, drink should have "Real Jumpstart Taste". So here we are.
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    JUDGE ANDERSON

    Prepare a frappe: cool
    suitable glasses in the
    freezer beforehand. Fill
    them with crushed/shaven
    ice, then quickly prepare
    the drink:

    1 part ginger rum

    1 to 2 parts Kahlúa

    Shake vigorously with ice 
    and strain into the ice-filled
    glasses. Serve with straw.

I decided to use ginger rum to represent rough attitude of Mega-City Judges; with Dredd 
himself I went to "totally rude"-mode, but since Anderson has a bit more humanity in her, 
the namesake drink is more polite.



    JUDGE DEATH

    1 part creme de cassis

    1 part Campari

    Prepare a frappe: cool suitable
    glasses in the freezer before-
    hand and fill them with crushed
    shaven ice. Shake ingredints
    with ice and strain into the
    glasses. Serve with a straw.

    Usually frappes are outrageously
    sweet, all that ice making them
    palatable... with Judge Death

                                                                                                               "sweet" seems out-of-place...
Not just to represent the grimmest of all Dark Judges, this frappe is also for those who
just love bitter taste.

JUDGE DREDD

1 part ginger rum

1 part red wine

1 part Coca-Cola

Build into a big highball glass, 
add ice.
Absolutely no garnish at all.

Warning: This drink does not have
many friends... but neither does
Dredd.

If you're looking for more "humane"
standpoint of Mega-City Judge,
please check out Judge Anderson.
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JUDGE FEAR

9 parts vodka

3 parts Kahlúa

2 parts Blue Curacao

1 part simple syrup
(if you need more,
please replace vodka
with it instead of
just pouring it in)

Shake with ice and
strain into a cocktail
glass.

Depiction of "Pure
Fear", both in primal
taste and mindnumbling alcohol content, this drink is at its best when prepared in the 
transparent shaker, in the front of the poor soul who is going to Gaze into The Face of Fear: 
it seems impossible, but Kahlúa and Blue Curacao, "diluted" with vodka, create a weird 
green hue.
If the whole cocktail glass of Fear is too much, please serve is a smaller shot.

    JUDGE FIRE

    1 part mezcal

    2 part carrot juice

    dash of Tabasco sauce

    pinch of salt

    some honey

    Stir or shake, no ice. 
    Top with overproof
    alcohol, light it up
    and serve.

    Don't overdo Tabasco.    

PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH FLAMING DRINKS!

USE SUITABLE COVER TO PUT OUT THE FLAMES, AND MAKE SURE FLAMES ARE 
COMPLETELY EXTINGUISHED BEFORE CONSUMING THE DRINK!

USE THICKER GLASSES TO AVOID BREAKAGE!



JUDGE MORTIS

2 parts vodka

1 part Amaretto di Saronno

1 part Midori

Dash of water from olive jar;
even as much as 1/2 part

Shake with ice and strain into
a cocktail glass.

Green is the natural choice
for representing rot and decay,
but how to do it in the taste,
without actually adding rotting meat to cocktail shaker and giving serious food poisoning to
your cocktail guest?
Well, this is my version of "putrid aroma"... I guess many people don't like it, but if you're a 
friend of Dirty Martinis you probably surrender yourself to Judge Mortis' judgement 
willingly! :D
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    JUGGERNAUT

    3 parts gin

    3 parts yellow Chartreuse

    1 part Kahlúa

    Shake with ice and strain into
    a old fashioned glass with lots
    of ice in it.

    Drink too many of these and
    next morning you'll feel like
    having a head-to-head
    collision with Juggernaut.

This cocktail is actually a lethal trap: huge volume of alcohol which doesn't taste like it. But 
I can't find another way to describe Juggernaut but "brute force". You've been warned.



KATANA

10 parts sake or soju

1 part Orange Curacao (or
Grand Marnier)

1 part sloe gin

few drops of vinegar

Shake with ice and few pieces of
pear and strain into a cocktail glass.

Same design philosophy as with
Thor (Mjolnir): let's grab an alcohol
from the region the character is from and use it as the basis for the drink. Thou shall not 
throw it in just for thematic reasons, you've gotta respect the ingredient: bringing the best 
out of it, not drowning it into other aromas.
So, this is my take on sake (or even better, soju). The taste is so mild, that was quite a 
challenge... "What's the point of shaking with pieces of pear?". See for youself, try shaking 
with them or without them... I don't know why, but it works better with pear pieces.

     KGBEAST

     4 parts Passõa

     2 parts whisky

     1 part Cynar (or a dash of Gammel Dansk)

      2 parts Mountain Dew

      Build into a highball glass, add some ice.

      I'm such an old geezer, I remember Soviet
      May Day Victory Parades from Red Square
      very well. With KGBeast The Cocktail I tried
      to reproduce the pompous atmosphere
      of those socialist spectacles, while 
      remembering that Anatoli Knyazev,
      deadliest assassin Soviet Union had to offer,
      stalks in the shadows (represented by that
      bitter tang).
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KILLER CROC

3 cl (1 oz) gin

3 cl Midori

2 cl (3/4 oz) lime juice

1 cl (1/3 oz) green Chartreuse

1 egg white

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

Blast from the past, one of
my very first creations... and you can taste it, unfortunately. Kinda lacks structure and 
"proper direction and theme"... but it deserves its place in this recipe collection. Maybe I 
design revised version someday...?

 
    KILLER FROST

    4 parts vodka

    2 parts Blue Curacao

    4 parts lime juice

    3 parts simple syrup

    3 parts orgeat syrup

    8 parts cream

    few dashes of Angostura Bitters

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass filled with crushed ice. "Freezing"
    garnish, serve with a straw.

    The popularity of Mr. Freeze The Cocktail
    never ceases to amaze me; I've been
    shaking it for years now, people don't seem
    to get enough of it.
    So I decided to develop a variation of it,
    here it is: creamy sourness, with a twist of
    almond and bitter.
    



KILLER MOTH

Orange part:

1 part carrot juice

1 part pineapple juice

1 part vodka

Green part:

3 parts Creme de Menthe

2 parts lime juice

1 part kirschwasser (or
moonshine ;P )

Shake parts separately, layering orange part on top of the green part in a suitable glass. 
Add some ice, definitely a purple straw!

Saddest supervillain in the history of the comics deserves his own drink! And the 
unforgettable colour theme of green, orange and purple shall be displayed!
I love Killer Moth; he is so pathetic that I don't have a choice. Life of pitiful botched crimes is
represented in two ways: orange part is dull and bland, describing a boredom while trying 
to come up with criminal plans that would not be ridiculed by Gotham's underworld.
Green part: one of the plans is actually put into action... it might not fail entirely, but it ends
up as "almost successful". Kirscwasser has a certain "moonshine" aroma, good for 
representing small time crook; if you have a bottle of not-so-great moonshine (everyone has
a friend of a friend who owns a equipment ;P) this is good place to use it.

Getting serious... neither of the layers are great (on purpose), but altering between them 
gives satisfactory drink... so the straw is not there just for the purple colour.

    KITTY PRYDE
    
     1 part dark rum

     1 part Amaretto di Saronno

     3 to 4 parts strawberry juice

     Shake with ice and strain into a old
     fashioned glass with some ice in it.
     Serve with suitable candy.

     Nice and sweet, but packs enough
     punch; 'nuff said.

    



    LADY SHIVA

     5 parts Lillet

     1,5 parts Strega (see below)

     1 part Aperol

     Stir with ice and strain into a highball glass
     with lots of crushed ice in it. Black straw looks
     suitably menacing.

     As Lady Shiva is lethal assassin, this drink is one
     lethal highball! If you feel it's too lethal to enjoy,
     by all means serve it in an smaller old fashioned
     glass: in that case you might want to consider
    using two parts Strega - smaller glass, but a bit
    more of that deadly kick.
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LEX LUTHOR

16 parts lager

4 parts orange juice

2 parts Triple Sec

1 to 2 parts (or even
more) lemon juice

(1 part simple syrup)

Blue Curacao for colour

Build into a beer glass,
adding Curacao last,
one teaspoon at the
time, stirring until the
colour is right. Adding ice is optional.

Lex Luthor is Super Rich and Super Evil, still he made it as a President of USA; I bet he 
claimed to be one of the Common Men (...hmm, wait...?!?). As "A Common Man" (not 
superman) he drinks beer (at least in public)... and since his weapon against Superman is 
kryptonite, this beer cocktail is green.



    LOBO

    3 parts green Chartreuse

    6 parts hot coffee

    2 parts simple syrup

    cream on top

    Build into a suitable glass, gently float the cream on top

    This is the drink Czarnians enjoyed instead of Irish Coffee
    during cold winters: being mellow people, they used yellow
    Chartreuse... then Lobo changed the recipe, permanently!

             

If you find out the method of serving
too elegant, serve (and gulp) it as a
shot: that should really get you going!
             

LOKI

2 parts lager

1 part extra dry vermouth

up to 1/2 part Skittles tequila or Strega

(Blue Curacao for adjusting colour
to green, if you want to)

Build into a suitable tankard, ice
recommended.

"Wicked" version of my Thor The Beer
Cocktail. Beware of the hidden alcohol
content, it will stab unwary into the
back.



LUKE CAGE

3 parts Advocaat egg liqueur

2 parts Luxardo Maraschino

1 part orange juice

(gin, if you feel like it)

Shake with ice and strain
into an old fashioned glass
with some ice in it.

I used legendary cocktail
"Harlem" as a basis for this...
well, I wandered pretty far
from the original, but I dare to say this is smooth and powerful... as is the namesake.

                            [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



MAD HATTER

3 parts licorice vodka

1 part simple syrup

2 parts lemon juice

4 parts sparkling water

Build into a highball glass,
adding sparkling water
last. Add lime wedges
and ice.

When you think Mad
Hatter, you think tea.
Instead of warm drink i decided to go for ice tea... so here we have a Tom Collins variant 
which looks like a glass of ice tea, also suitable for your 20's Prohibition costume party.
If you're looking for a drink using warm tea, please check out Alfred Pennyworth and Edwin 
Jarvis.

    MAGNETO

    4 parts blanco tequila, 100% puro
    de agave

    1 part green Chartreuse

    2 parts cherry juice

    Blue Curacao and red grenadine,
    for colour
    
    Pour ingredients into a mixing jar
    and add red grenadine (to turn it
    faint red). Then add Blue Curacao,

Yes, the drink is purple, although it might look               one drop at he time, stirring, until
brownish in the picture...                                                       you have a nice purple colour.

                                                                                                      Then shake with ice and strain into
                                                                                                      a old fashioned glass with some
                                                                                                      ice in it.

Magneto is one of the coolest Marvel characters ever. He might be described as "A Bad 
Guy", but there a reasons for his behaviour, real personality; he's not just a "Villain of the 
Week who is evil because he wants to dominate the world just because he is evil."
I hope you feel this cocktail honours the character. Sting of the tequila (don't get cheap, use 
good tequila) combined with cool anise and strong spices of Chartreuse, balanced with 
cherry. Resulting combination spells out p-o-w-e-r.



MAN-BAT

4 parts bourbon

4 parts sloe gin

8 parts cranberry juice

1 part simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

The Serum that turned
Kirk Langstrom into a
monstrous Man-Bat
tastes likes this :D
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    MANDARIN

     12 parts Lillet

     2 parts De Kyuper Sour Rhubarb

     (1 part Bols Cacao White, optional)

     Build into a suitable glass, add lime wedges
     and a lot of ice.

     Mandarin: 10 mysterious rings with various
     powers - master of martial arts - genius and
     master of many sciences, including Makluan
     technology... now, how do I even start to
     depict this character of kwazillion powers?!?

     Instead of desperately trying, I just decided
     to design a decent drink for that villain. I
     even ignored the green colour theme (unless
     you count the limes).

     Please do not squeeze the limes, just add
     them to the glass: they'll ooze the right amount
     of bitterness while you enjoy the drink.



    MARSHAL LAW

    2 parts blanco tequila,
    preferably 100% puro de
    agave

    2 parts Amaretto

    2 to 3 parts coconut milk

    1 to 2 parts simple syrup

    Shake with ice and strain
    into a old fashioned glass
    with some ice in it.
    Drink up and weep for
    Lynn's death.

"I'm a hero hunter. I hunt heroes. Haven't found any yet."  Marshal Law is the ultimate 
badass, and highly controversial character (also in real life, search the internet for 
numerous legal disputes)...so his cocktail should have some "clashing" in it.
He is a Decent Man, so he drinks milk, or something that looks like a milk... with a Kick. 
Amaretto, on its own, is intolerably sweet, but when combined with other elements the 
bitterness of almond creeps out: great for representing surly character like Marshal Law.
For more Amaretto bitterness please check out The Punisher.



MARTIAN MANHUNTER

lager, eg. Heineken

Green Chartreuse, 10-25% of total
lager used

Blue Curacao, for colour

few dashes of Tabasco sauce

Build into a suitable highball/beer glass.
Add Blue Curacao last in small amounts,
stirring until the colour is right.

Exact measurements are up to your
taste. For 330ml (11,2 oz) of beer I use
5 cl (2 oz) of Chartreuse and around
dozen drops of Tabasco.

Adding ice and a straw is optional.

J'onn J'onzz is The Last Martian. How lonely
he must feel? How desolate? 
Some bitterness? Maybe anger? These are
are the elements I wanted to represent
with this highball.

    MAXIMA OF ALMERAC

    2 parts sloe gin

    1 part bourbon

    4 parts tomato juice

    2 parts cream

    2 parts red grenadine

    Give highball glass half rim of salt (Himalayan
    mountain salt matches drink's colour nice), add
    some ice. Shake ingredients with ice and strain
    into the glass.

    "Girly Drink" with an insane twist. Let's face it,
    Maxima is "a bit" too obsessed with Superman.
    Worthy alternative if you crave for a highball but
    are fed up with fuit juices.



METALLO

6 parts apple cider (medium dry to sweet)

1 part kirschwasser

2 parts orange juice

1 part simple syrup

Blue Curacao, for colour

Build into a highball glass. Add Blue
Curacao last, stirring, until the colour
is nice kryptonite green.
Garnish with orange wedge(s), add ice
and a straw.

Kirschwasser is the key element on this
one: since Metallo is a robot, the drink
should have "mechanical" or "metallic"
taste... kirschwasser delivers.
And since Metallo The Robot uses good
ol' kryptonite for power source, the
drink should be green.
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    METEORITE

    4 parts cachaca (or some other 
    sugar cane spirit with strong
    taste)

    4 parts Malibu

    2 parts banana liqueur (yellow or
    colourless)

    dash of red grenadine

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    cocktail glass. Add small ice cube,

                                                                                                          maybe garnish with a cherry.

Dr. Karla Sofen is good in manipulating people, and alien gem bestows her great powers...
So the drink should "sweet talk" you while knocking you out of your boots ;P



MIRROR MASTER

Prepare coloured ice beforehand...

Orange:

Water, Strega and Campari. You're
looking for the "red end" of the
orange spectrum, otherwise the
ice will look bland and dull
(as in the picture :S... believe or
not, there is a same amount of
orange and green ice in that
glass. Green just flattens the
more faint orange)

Green:

Water and Midori.

Then the drink itself...

3 parts gin

1 part Triple Sec

1 part lemon juice

1 part simple syrup

4 parts mineral water

Build into a big highball glass, leaving
quite a lot of room for the ice. Add
coloured ice, straight from the
freezer, and serve immediately.

The drink itself is colourless, as a Mirror Dimension. Ice, mixed with sugary alcohol, are 
"soggy" and they'll start melting very quickly.
The Big Idea is not that the drink gets coloured, to match Mirror Master's tights... crisp 
sourness of Midori, tingling bitterness of Campari and raw anise and spicyness of Strega 
start to change the aroma of the drink...

This highball is an allegory for getting lost in the Mirror Dimension, send there by that 
villain Mirror Master... the more you try to find your way out, the more you'll get lost...that 
is; the deeper you delve into this drink, the more the "aromas of despair" start to emerge, 
spicing up the otherwise pretty neutral highball.

And yes, it's a pretty strong drink... after finishing it, you'll feel certain dizziness, as you'd 
feel when wandering around the Dimension, hopelessly trying to find the way out...



MOLE MAN

4 parts ginger rum

4 parts Pisang Ambon

1 part cream

1 part simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned glass
with some ice in it.

Warning: Harvey Rupert
Elder's disposition is fiery,
and so is this drink.
Mole Man rules his domain in Subterranea with an iron fist. If you want to experience how 
his subjects' life feels like, check out Moloid, below.

    MOLOID

     1 part extra dry vermouth

     1 part Coca-Cola

     Build into some ugly and miserable
     glass, add some ice.

     This drink is first in my "Henchmen"-
     duo, the other one being Quinntet.

     The life of a Moloid is wretched;
     after all they were created as a
     brainless labour force and cannon

fodder. That's why their namesake drink tastes like a failure; like a drink design which is 
almost finished but "not quite there yet."

There are some Moloids who have some brain activity, mutations or what have you: Mik, 
Korr, Tong, Val-Or... The following recipe represents them; the drink, finished, is an 
embodiment of Moloid who hosts a spark of intelligence in its cranium.

MOLOID: AN INDIVIDUAL POSSESSING A HIGHER BRAIN ACTIVITY

2 parts Coca-Cola, 3 parts extra dry vermouth, 1 part either Triple Sec or licorice vodka

Build into an ugly glass, as above.
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MR. FANTASTIC

3 parts mezcal

3 parts Bols Cacao White

2 parts Blue Curacao

1 part Rose's Lime Cordial

tablespoon of coconut cream

De Kyuper Cocoa Bitters*

Shake with ice and strain into a old
fashioned glass with lots of ice in it.

"Reed Richards" version:

4 parts Bols Cacao White

2 parts absinth

1 part Blue Curacao

1 part Blue Curacao

1 part simple syrup

tablespoon of coconut cream                                     Naturally Mr. Fantastic's drink should
                                                                                              have a looong taste, something that
De Kyuper Cocoa Bitters*                                            stays in your mouth for a long time and
                                                                                              completely "intertwines around you"...
Shake with ice, as above.                                              or at least around your palate.

* Dozen drops per glass. Please do not substitute with other bitters, they will ruin the 
drink; if you don't have Cocoa Bitters, just prepare the drink without any kind of bitter.

    MR. FREEZE

    4 parts vodka

    4 parts lime juice

    6 parts simple syrup

    8 parts cream

    1 to 2 parts Blue Curacao

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass filled with crushed ice. Add a straw.

Cool cream with refreshing lime! This is free-z-zing, and one of the best I've created!



MR. MXYZPTLK

Add lots of ice into highball
glass.
Mix all layers in separate jars
but do not add ice to any of
them: add ice just to the
you're about shake and
and layer.

Layers, from botton to top;
from first to last:

1st layer, brown:

3 parts Kahlúa

1 part ginger rum

2nd layer, purple:

1 part Parfait Amour

1 part Triple Sec

(dash of Tabasco sauce)

3rd layer, red:

2 parts Passõa

1 part Campari

4th layer, dark yellow:

1 part white rum

1 part dark rum

2 parts orange juice

2 parts pineapple juice

few dashes of Angostura bitters      This drink will not layer as easy as eg. The Atom and
                                                                     Joker, but it's not a hard task to prepare this.
5th layer, light yellow:                       Mr. Mxyzptlk, that pesky jester from The Fifth
                                                                     Dimension who humiliates even Superman any way
1 part vodka                                             he pleases. His powers are infinite and diverse; hence
                                                                     his drink is a combination of different sensations.
1 part pineapple juice                           Explore the power of The Fifth Dimension with a
                                                                     straw, alternating between the layers in any order
                                                                     imaginable!



MYSTIQUE                                                  

2 parts extra dry vermouth

1 part gin

1 part Midori OR Heering

3 parts raspberry juice

2 parts beetroot juice

Shake with ice and strain into
highball glass. Add some ice (not too
much). "Dark" garnish.

"Raven Darkhölme" version

3 to 4 parts extra dry vermouth

2 parts beetroot juice

Shake with ice, as above.

Midori and Heering produce different drinks,
still the essence is the same; acceptable way
to represent a shapeshifter, I would say.
Beetroot juice gives satisfactory "dark" feel;
also please check out Nightcrawler.

NAMOR

2 parts Pisang Ambon

3 parts Lillet Blanc

Blue Curacao, if you want to
adjust colour more "Caribbean
Sea Turquoise"

Shake with ice, strain into
old fashioned glass with
lots of ice in it.

Drink in the picture doesn't have
any Blue Curacao added, to point
out that some should be used if you
prefer Caribbean Sea turquoise look... or no Curacao at all, since Namor's trunks are green!
I published Namor and Aquaman in the same post, for no particular reason I decided that 
Namor's drink should represent warmer parts of Oceanic Kingdom; could have been other 
way around just as well. For "cooler seas" please check out Aquaman. 



NIGHTCRAWLER

4 parts sweet red vermouth

1 part Parfait Amour or Galliano

4 parts beetroot juice

Shake with ice and strain into a old
fashioned glass with some ice in it.

Nightcrawler looks menacing (hence
beetroot juice) but he is warm, good-
hearted person...and he's also a jester! In
this case, the jest is clashing 
beetroot and sweet liqueur, Parfait Amour or Galliano. Don't be shy to add some vanilla 
extract if you feel this drink needs it.
Also check out Mystique, I published these two drinks in the same post, part of my "Trying 
To Create Decent Cocktails Using Beetroot Juice"-quest, challenged by my Test Subjects :D

    NIGHTWING

    3 parts vodka

    4 parts port wine

    1 part Kahlúa

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    cocktail glass.

    Mysterious, strong, menacing...
    This is my renditon of Blüdhaven's
    grim guardian.

NORTHSTAR

3 parts licorice vodka

1 part blanco tequila or mezcal

2 parts coffee

1 part maple syrup

Stir with or without ice, strain into a 
cocktail glass. Top with (whipped) cream.

Jean-Paul Beaubier can be pretty surly 
fellow, so his cocktail includes the acridity of coffee and a sting of tequila (or mezcal, for 
even more zest). Also please check out Aurora.



NITE OWL

4 parts extra dry vermouth

2 parts Heering

1 part gin

couple spoonfuls of water from a olive jar

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with olives.

This really has an acquired taste! Believe it or
not, I personally like this drink! I thought the
mixture of cherry sweet clashing with vermouth,
jumbled up with olive taste, would create a nice
"mystery", representing Nite Owl in the darkness.
It seems like every Test Subject disagrees with me,
they simply just hate this.
But stubbornly I stand my ground. I apologize for
Nite Owl fans who feel that their idol is disgraced
with this cocktail... but I believe there is someone
else out there who approves this cocktail.

    OZYMANDIAS

    Before Watcmen story:
    4 parts Lillet, 1 part bourbon
    (Jim Beam recommended)

    During Watchmen story:
    4 parts Lillet, 1 part bourbon
    (Jim Beam), 1 part kirschwasser

    After Watchmen story:
    6 parts Lillet, 1 part kirschwasser

    All versions: Shake with ice and
    strain into a highball glass half-
    filled with crushed ice.

Ozymandias goes through huge transformation during Watchmen story. He starts as 
annoingly perfect human being, then his plan is revealed: it might be called a monstrous 
scheme, but it's rational and the goal is, after all, very humane.
"Before"-version is depiction of intelligent but slightly naive Ozymandias. After failed 
endeavors (getting mocked by Comedian etc.) he gets more cynical and calculating, comes 
up with his great plan: this is the "during"-version.
After his plan is executed and the world avoids nuclear war comes "the after"-version: his 
goal is achieved, but he has used and manipulated his friends and the whole humankind... 
our planet is saved, but Ozymandias has turned into a cold and isolated person.



PARASITE

8 cl (3 oz) sweet red vermouth

2 cl (3/4 oz) green Chartreuse

2 cl simple syrup

1 egg white

Shake vigorously with ice and strain into a
highball glass with lots of ice in it.

Yes, it looks pretty nasty... and so does
Parasite, so everything is as it should be!
Don't be fooled: despite the looks this
drink is delicious.
I didn't find any way to describe Parasite's
absorbing abilities cocktail-wise, so I
created something that looks disgusting...
The taste is great, but there's a thematic
mistake, there's nothing "delicious" about
this comic book villain... but we can live with
that.
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    PENGUIN

    3 to 7 parts vodka/gin

    1 part extra dry vermouth

    Green Chartreuse (around
    10% of total cocktail volume)

    Shake with ice and strain into
    a cocktail glass. Garnish with
    black olive.

    Option: rim the glass with
    lemon juice and sea salt for
    really harsh experience.

Oswald Cobblepot seems to enjoy very, very dry Martinis, both in comic books and screen. I 
was pleased when I discovered a way to enhance basic Martini into something more... and 
after publishing I found that of course this has been invented, it's an old (but lesser known) 
Martini variation. Anyway, this cocktail remains as my depiction of Penguin.



PHOENIX

1 part white rum

1 part licorice vodka

1 part red grenadine

5 parts pineapple juice

Shake with ice and strain into a hurricane or
highball glass with lots of ice in it.
Garnish with pineaplle wedge, cherry and all
sorts of cheerful cocktail paraphernalia from
your arsenal.

Of course Jean Grey isn't as hilarious character
as this drink implies, but I wanted to emphasize
the difference between Phoenix and Dark
Phoenix (check it out for completely different
cocktail experience).

    PLASTIC MAN

    3 parts Campari

    2 parts vodka

    2 parts sala syrup

    8 parts apple juice

    Shake with ice and strain
    into a highball glass with 
    some ice in it.

    The taste of this drink really
    streeeeeetches! :D
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POISON IVY

6 parts extra dry vermouth

2 parts Luxardo Maraschino

2 parts kirschwasser

1 part Creme de Menthe

2 parts lime juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with poison ivy
leaves (plastic versions
strongly recommended ;P )

Poison Ivy really is one of my favourite supervillains, thats why there are three versions of 
her. This is the first I created, mesmerizing mixture of seemingly contradicting ingredients, 
all tied up with a spiciness of extra dry vermouth. I though my Test Subjects would hate this 
(because of kirschwasser, if for nothing else) but to my surprise Poison Ivy The Cocktail is 
widely appreciated.

    POISON IVY (THE GREEN)

    2 part gin

    4 parts Lillet

    1 to 2 parts Bols Pear

    cucumber

    Pour gin into the cocktail shaker, add few
    cucumber wheels. Mash with suitable pestle
    until you have green pulp.
    Let it rest for a while, meanwhile garnish the
    hihgball glass with cucumbers, add ice.
    Add Lillet, pear liqueur and some ice into the
    shaker. Shake and strain into the glass. 
    
    Poison Ivy The cocktail is "toxic" and Pamela
    (next page) is seducing. This cocktail version 
    of the character represents her connection 
    to The Parliament of Trees, to The Green.
    For another take on The Green, please see
    Swamp Thing (The Green).
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POISON IVY (PAMELA)

1 part smooth dark rum
(eg. Plantation Barbados
Grande Reserve)

2 parts blueberry juice

Shake with ice and strain into
a highball glass with some ice
in it.

Poison Ivy's lipstick tastes
like this.

    POLARIS

      Prepare a frappe: cool suitable small
      glasses beforehand in the freezer. Fill
      them with crushed/shaven ice, then
      quickly prepare the drink.

       3 parts sour apple liqueur

       1 part Creme de Menthe

       Shake with ice and strain into ice-filled
       glasses. Garnish with apple wedge, add
       a straw.

I got "Writer's Block" with Polaris, but instead of churning about it endlessly I decided to create 
zesty frappe to honour her. I don't know if there's anything especially "Polaris-esque" about this 
cocktail, but it's refreshing... and at least it's green!

POPEYE

spinach vodka

(tiny dash of Midori)

Shake with ice and strain into a
suitable glass with some ice in it.
Garnish with spinach leaves.

Spinach vodka: mush fresh
spinach with suitable pestle, cover
it up with vodka. Let it soak for
two hours, stirring occasionally,
strain.

This cocktail sure is thematical, but otherwise is not one of my best creations :|



    POWER GIRL

    1 part tequila blanco, 100%
    puro de agave

    1 part De Kyuper Blueberry

    1 part Bols Cacao White

    1 part (or more) simple 
    syrup

    1 part (or more) cream

    Shake with ice and strain 
    an old fashioned glass with
    lots of ice in it. Garnish with

                                                                                                                     two red cherries.

There is no getting around it: Power Girl has a pair of some serious bazookas. Let's just accept the 
facts and incorporate those mammaries into the drink; Cacao White and Blueberry create a
"bouncing" taste - I'm sure you'll figure out what's the big idea behind that.
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PRINCESS PYTHON

3 parts sloe gin

2 parts reposado tequila

2 parts coffee (cooled down)

1 part Rose's Lime Cordial

Stir with ice and strain into a
cocktail glass. Don't shake, it
will look "muddy".

Acridity of the coffee, hiding
behind other ingredients,
creates a feeling of lurking
giant snake, ready to do its
mistress' bidding.



PSYLOCKE

3 to 4 parts vodka

2 parts beetroot juice

2 parts cream

3 parts simple syrup

dash of Tabasco sauce

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

Precognition, telepathy,
telekinesis... Psylocke has
all sorts of abilities, so her
namesake drink has many aromas: smooth cream, sweet sugar, spicy chili, weird beetroot...
Also, her powers always seem to manifest in pink, magenta etc. so the colour of the drink is 
correct.

    THE PUNISHER

    3 parts Amaretto di Saronno

    4 parts vodka

    4 parts cranberry juice

    8 to 12 parts Coca-Cola

    Build into a highball glass, add some ice.

    Amaretto is unbearably sweet, that taste
    really has nothing to do with Frank Castle...
    But when combined with suitable ingredients
    the sweetness fades into background, and 
    the bitterness of almond really stands out;
    and that is the taste associated with The
    Punisher!

    For more almond bitterness please check
    out Marshal Law, another fella with itchy
    trigger finger.
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PUNISHER (FRANK CASTLE)

1 to 1,5 parts cheap brandy
(with stinging taste)

2 parts sweet red vermouth

(dash of Fernet Branca)

4 parts energy drink
(with taurine)

Black food colouring

Stir with ice and strain into an
old fashioned glass with some
ice in it.

Grim disposition of Frank Castle is represented by the bitterness of taurine (and Fernet
Branca, should you use it): energy drink also doubles as a representation of the fact that 
The Punisher never sleeps (at least he looks like it).
Make sure the brandy you're using is cheap and has a sharp taste (Finnish readers: try
using good ol' Jaloviina in this drink :D )

                                    [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



QUINNTET

2 parts licorice vodka

2 to 3 parts cranberry juice

Shake with ice and strain into
suitably miserable glass with
some ice in it.

Harley's henchmen's life isn't
easy, even their namesake
drink is "little off" version of
H.Q. cocktail. For more drinks
of oppressed minions, please
see "Moloid".

RA'S AL GHUL

1 part licorice vodka

1 part Campari

1 part sweet red vermouth

Shake with ice and strain into the
old fashioned glass with some ice
in it. Garnish with orange peel.

So it's a Negroni, gin replaced with
licorice vodka. One of my early
designs, but still okay. Sip this 
while taking a dip in Lazarus Pit.

    RAVEN

    1 part vodka, 1 part Parfait Amour and 
    1 part De Kyuper Sour Rhubarb
                                 OR 
    3 parts vodka, 2 parts Parfait Amour
    and 3 parts De Jyuper Sour Rhubarb

     Shake with ice and strain into the 
     small cocktail glass

    Sour rhubarb and vanilla+rose
    create mysterious mixture, suitable for 
    Raven.



    RED SKULL

     3 parts cognac

     2 parts Luxardo Maraschino

     3 to 4 parts tomato juice

     couple of dashes of red grenadine
     (up to 1 part)

     Shake with ice and strain into a
     cocktail glass.

                                                                                               This is the drink skull-faced nazi scum 
sips while he sits in some dark castle basement, planning for world conquest.

RED TORNADO

Blue Curacao, cooled in the
freezer beforehand

2 parts gin

dash of tequila blanco

4 part Passõa

4 parts blood grapefruit juice,
hand squeezed

1 to 2 parts lemon juice

Twirl long lemon peel into the
cocktail glass. Shake ingredients
(except Blue Curacao) with ice
and strain into the glass.
Gently pour superchilled
Curacao in along the edge, it
will set at the bottom.

Dude is a machine, and his
sense of humour is... well,
nonexistent: that's why this
cocktail is so dry and sour.
But in the big picture, his heart
is in the place (so to speak), so
there's sweet reward in the form
of Curacao in the end.
I designed Vision along the same
guidelines, please check it out.



REDWING

2 parts sloe gin

1 part Campari

(1 or more parts
vodka)

1 part sala syrup

Shake with ice and
strain into a shot
glass. Serve along-
side with Falcon.

This shot doesn't
actually require
vodka, but add it to
check out "raging
raptor"-aspect.

    RHINO

    strongest vodka you can find

    dash of rowanberry vodka

    dash of red grenadine

    Shake with ice and strain into a shot
    glass. Prepare to die.

     Please read the following carefully:
     Juggernaut has some mean head-
     butt, so I designed his cocktail
     accordingly; Rhino's charge is even

more devastating... so I decided to set "a new upper limit" for the drinks in this blog.

There's actually no sense in drinking Rhino: sure, there is a taste in the form of rowanberry, 
but basically this is one of those stupid "Test of Manhood"-drinks that just end the evening 
and give you a pulsating headache for the next morning... well, that's thematical :D

Anyway, there seems to be certain audience who enjoys these kind of "challenge shots", so 
there it is. I dare you: can you beat Aleksei Sytsevich in a head-on collision?

Estonian readers: I am not trying to draw connection between Soviet Union and Estonian 
people, I'm very aware that Estonian suffered under the iron boot of socialism.
I wanted to use a souvenir brought to me from St. Petersburg, a shot glass with A Red Star...
and a strongest vodka I could find was good ol' Viru Valge Vägev 80%.
So there is no hidden agenda within the picture. Peace and love, Estonian Brothers and 
Sisters, and "Terviseks!" ;P



RIDDLER

Prepare a frappe: cool
suitable thick glasses in the
freezer beforehand. Fill them
with crushed/shaven ice,
then quickly prepare the drink:

1 part green Chartreuse

1 part Creme de Menthe

1 part Triple Sec

1 part Lime juice

Shake vigorously with ice and strain into the ice-filled glasses. Garnish with all sorts of 
green stuff (green cherry, lime wedge). Serve with a straw.

Zesty frappe, and of course it's green. I've done some research for creating another Riddler 
cocktail... something with "The Riddle" in its taste. I'll let you know when I achieve 
something worth publishing...

ROBIN

2 parts Passõa, 1 to 2 parts gin and 2 parts cranberry juice

Shake with ice and strain into the cocktail glass. Yellow and green garnish.

I "discovered" that Passõa and cranberry fit perfectly; then I noticed it already says so in the 
back label of Passõa bottle :| Anyway, adding gin makes the combo anything The Boy 
Wonder represents: somewhat annoying, but should be taken seriously.



ROGUE

2 parts extra dry
vermouth

1 part cherry OR
raspberry OR
strawberry juice

Build into the highball
glass, add lots of ice.

She's able to absorb
superpowers from others,
so what should her drink
taste like?
The basic essence,
vermouth, stays the same
no matter what, but 
different juices represent whatever powers she might have absorbed at the moment. 
Whichever juice you choose, this highball is interesting combination of dry spicyness of 
vermouth and sweet berry juice.

    RORSCHACH

    4 parts cream liqueur

    2 parts Aperol

    1 to 2 parts bourbon

    Shake with ice and strain
    into the old fashioned glass
    with lots of ice in.

    Let me start describing this
    drink by referring to another
    Watchmen cocktail creation 
    of mine, Comedian.
    Like Comedian, this is drink
    utilizes cream (liqueur);

there's something Truly American in cream: all those milk shakes and ice cream flavours... 
it's Quintessential American Dream. With Comedian The Cocktail that dream has gone sour;
in this drink The Dream has turned into a Fascist Nightmare.

Cream liqueur with a subtle bitterness of Aperol creates a suitable landscape for 
Rorschach's wobbly mental health. Bourbon ties it up neatly, further fortifying the 
"American" feel of the drink.
Also, the colour is same as his poplin coat, but this more of a lucky accident than 
intentionally designed detail.



SABRETOOTH

one egg white

4 cl (1 1/2 oz) whisky

4 cl sweet red vermouth

(dash of tequila blanco, optional)

2 cl (3/4 oz) bouillon

(dash of simple syrup, if necessary)

Shake vigorously with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

Carnal drink for the carnal character!
Nobody believes me, but this is actually very delicious!

SATANUS

4 parts vodka, 4 parts cranberry juice, dash of Blue Curacao for adjusting the colour purple(ish), 
dash of Angostura Bitters and/or tequila blanco

Shake with ice and strain into an old fashioned glass with some ice in it.

The meanest T-Rex in The Cursed Earth is best depicted with a raw taste!



SCARECROW

4 parts white rum

3 parts Kahlúa

2 parts lime juice

8 parts pineapple juice

4 parts orange juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a highball glass with
lots of ice in it. Garnish
with all sorts of spooky
stuff, serve with actual
straw if possible.

Basically it's a nice summer time refreshment, but even without the weird garnish it's... 
"little off": the colour is kinda repulsive. And the taste? There is something lurking "just 
below the surface", you can't point out what is that taste (just a right amount of Kahlúa) 
that "stalks" the overall fruity aroma.
My point being... the most frightening things are what you quite can't see/feel: it's almost 
there, so close... This is drink represents Dr. Crane's ability to strike fear everywhere, even in
the middle of sunny patio.

SCARECROW (DR. CRANE)

1 part sweet red vermouth

1 part white rum

2 parts pineapple juice

Shake with ice and garnish as above.

Another way of representing "lurking fear in summer cocktail party".
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SCARLET WITCH

2 parts cognac

1 part extra dry vermouth

4 parts cherry juice

few drops of Angostura bitters*

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail
glass. Garnish with cherry.

* Yes, drops instead of usual dashes.
Start with 2 to 3 drops and taste, work
your way up carefully. Angostura is
essential in this drink, but it's easily
ruined by it.

Many superhero characters have been
rewritten many times over the years, that's
also the case with Scarlet Witch. I couldn't
decide which version to base the cocktail 
on... so I tried to include them all.
Basically this is a "fragile" cocktail, easily
ruined... but when prepared properly, the
result is satisfying sum of completely
different aromas.

    SELENE

    2 parts white rum

    2 parts Amaretto di Saronno

    1 part yellow Chartreuse

    (black food colouring)

    Shake with ice and strain into an old
    fashioned glass with some ice in it.

    As you see, the drink looks nice even
    without colouring, but many prefer

                                                                                                 The Black Queen's drink....well, black.
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SHAZAM!

2 parts vodka

2 parts tequila 
(blanco/reposado)

2 parts absinth

2 parts mezcal

3 parts lime juice

4 parts simple syrup

dash of cranberry juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a highball glass with 
lots of ice in it.

Wisdom of Solomon: lime juice (sour taste makes you "sharp") - Strenght of Hercules: vodka 
(pure ethanol strenght) - Stamina of Atlas: tequila (because tequila is associated with 
parties that go on for way too long) - Power of Zeus: absinth  (absinth is POWER!) - Courage
of Achilles: mezcal (it usually takes some courage to try mezcal) - Speed of Mercury: simple 
syrup (despite of all other tastes, our taste buds pick up sweet first).

    SHE-HULK

    1 part bourbon

    1 part Galliano

    4 parts brown-coloured energy drink

    2 parts pineapple juice

    Blue Curacao, for adjusting colour

    dash of lemon juice

    (vanilla extract, if Galliano isn't enough for you)

    Build into a highball glass, add ice. Garnish with
    lemon peel, serve with a straw.

    This is the logical combination of Hulk The Cocktail
    and Hulk The Mocktail. Strong, full-bodied taste
    with the strenght of energy drink. No drinking game
    aspect here, though.



SILK SPECTRE

2 parts licorice vodka

1 part Triple Sec

3 parts orange juice

2 parts simple syrup

2 parts cream

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with lots of crushed ice in it.
Garnish with orange wedge, serve with
a straw.

It looks like a harmless milk shake, but
it packs a punch: anise aspect of the
licorice creeps out and gives Silk Spectre
surprising taste.
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    SILK SPECTRE
    (SALLY JUPITER)

     2 parts Triple Sec

     1 part Strega

     2 parts simple syrup

     2 parts cream

     8 parts Fanta

     Stir with ice and strain into
     a highball glass with lots of
     crushed ice in it. Black and
     yellow garnish.

This is my first Silk Spectre, refined: same thematics, better taste. I must say, Sally is
my kind of retired ex-superheroine: knocking back cocktails from early dawn <3



    SILVER SABLE

    3 parts Advocaat egg liqueur

    2 parts cognac

    1 part Cointreau or Grand Marnier

    vanilla extract, for taste

    Shake with ice and strain into a small
    cocktail glass. Grate some chocolate on top.

    Silver Sablinova is a woman of many aspects,
    smooth and elegant... and so is her namesake
    cocktail.
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SILVER SURFER

2 to 3 parts Bols
Cacao White

1 part Kirschwasser

Shake with ice and
strain into a shot
glass.

To be honest, I just
couldn't figure out how
to depict Silver Surfer
tastewise... so I created
a shot with "silver" colour
and "weird cosmic" taste:
sweet cocoa colliding
with harsh kirsch should
do the job.



    SINESTRO

    6 parts lager

    4 parts Galliano

    1 to 2 parts lime juice
    (see below)

    Build into highball glass,
    Add some ice.

    With 1 part lime juice you can
    taste both lager ang Galliano;
    with 2 parts the drink
    suddenly tastes like Mountain
    Dew?!?

It's up to everyone's personal taste if transforming drinks to taste like M-Dew is a good 
thing or terrible mistake ;P... but thematically speaking: maybe that little extra lime juice 
presents the final straw that flipped Sinestro to Dark... erm, Yellow Side?

SLÁINE THE KING

Hypocras (see below)

dash of lemon juice and/
or tequila and/or mezcal

Build into a container
suitable for The Ancient
High King of Ireland.

For Sláine The Cocktail
I decided to utilize
actual Medieval drink
recipe, Hypocras: it's
very good as it is, but
sometimes I wish to "spice
it up a bit".

Hypocras (one of the MANY ways to prepare this medieval healing potion)

1 liter red wine, 150 grams white sugar (VERY rare in Medieval Europe), 2 tea spoons of 
cinnamon, 2 tea spoons of ginger

Heat red wine in a pan, don't boil. Soak in the sugar, toss in the spices. Let it cool for at least
couple of hours, stirring occasionally. Filter into the bottle(s) and store in the cool place; 
enjoy after week or two.



SOLOMON GRUNDY

1 part licorice vodka

1 part Vana Tallinn

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned
glass with some ice in
it. Garnish with orange
wedge.

I was delighted how well
licorice and Vana Tallinn
go together. Solemn,
strong taste, good for
depicting this sad
character...
...and just as published
this cocktail recipe in my blog, Liviko introduced licorice version of their VT: so, they also 
discovered the tasty combo! The taste is not exactly the same, but licorice VT kinda made 
this cocktail obsolete. Still, I created it as Solomon Grundy without the knowledge of 
upcoming Vana Tallinn version, and here it is.

    SONGBIRD

    2 parts bourbon (Jim Beam recommended)

    4 parts strawberry juice (or strawberry syrup,
    or mixture of both, see below)

    around 15 parts sweetened sparkling wine

    Build into a champagne flute or coupe.

    How to represent "the sound as superpower" in
    the cocktail? Well, cool sparkling wine seems to
    be the obvious choice.

    Please read the meaning of "sweetened
    sparkly" from the first pages of this PDF, and
    if you feel that the bubbly that you're using
    "swallows" strawberry taste, replace some of
    the juice with syrup.
    Songbird The Cocktail might be little arduous
    to get it right, but it's worth trying.
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SPECTRE

2 parts gin

1 part absinth

1 part Midori

Shake with ice and strain
into a small cocktail glass.

"The Spirit of Vengeance"-
version:

1 part gin, 1 part absinth,
1 part extra dry vermouth,
1 part Midori.
Shake with ice, as above.

This dude is basically omnipotent, so I thought his namesake drink should generate same 
kind of feelings as one might experience when facing The Spirit of Vengeance.

    SPIDER-MAN

    1 to 2 parts sloe gin

    1 to 2 parts Grand Marnier

    5 parts strawberry juice

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass with lots of ice in it.

    Peter Parker has just turned 18 and is about
    to make his first order in the bar; what is he
    going to have?

    Nothing too strong, he's not used to alcohol.
    It should have "neat taste"; hence the sloe gin
    and Grand Marnier. He is still a teenager, and
    (stereotypically) teenagers like strawberry.

    So here it is, Spider-Man The Cocktail. If you
    want to emphasize colour theme, add a blue
    straw.
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STARFIRE

Orange part:

10 parts Lillet

1 part Campari

2 parts orange juice

Purple part:

red grenadine, simple
syrup, Blue Curacao

Prepare purple part first:
add grenadine to simple
syrup to turn it faint red,
then add Curacao drop by
drop, stirring, until you got a nice purple colour. Pour it into cocktail glass, add some 
crushed ice.
Stir orange part with ice and layer into the cocktail glass.

"Her Royal Highness Princess Koriand'r of Tamaran might be little hard to approach, but 
she's okay once you get to know her." ...same tastewise: cool Lillet and Campari create 
"distant and somewhat uppity" aroma, but in the end it's neutralized with sweetness.

 
    STARRO

    4 parts dry/extra dry Prosecco

    2 parts cranberry juice

    1 part cognac or sloe gin or dark rum

    Build into a champagne flute, add some crushed
    ice.

    So, evil giant starfish from space comes to Earth,
    hypnotizing its inhibitants to attack each other.
    You never know Starro's next move, but it'll never
    be the same as the last time...
    That's why there are different options, the drink is
    never the same twice.

    I'm a fan of Old School Starro colour theme, pink
    and magenta-ish; that's the reason for the colour.
    If you prefer more recent version of Starro, blue
    and purple, add some Blue Curacao to adjust the
    colour.



STORM

2 parts kirschwasser

4 parts Luxardo Maraschino

8 parts cherry juice

4 parts coconut milk

2 parts simple syrup

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with some ice in it. Add a straw and
some kind of a stirrer...

...since the drink will "separate" if you don't
stir it now and then. This don't affect the
taste, but it is unpleasant.
This isn't one of my best creations. The idea
was the drink that looks like "girly", but the
taste proves that Storm sure ain't no Damsel
in Distress.
Okay, Storm The Cocktail isn't a complete
failure, but I felt that I should design another
drink for that character, please read on...

    STORM (ORORO)

    6 parts half sweet white wine

    1 part Campari

    1 part Kahlúa

    Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

    With this drink I redeemed myself for creating
    the first Storm cocktail. Totally different design
    philosophy: no pink at all, not even in satirical
    sense... dead serious cocktail, with some bitter
    and mystical properties that the namesake
    character also possesses.
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SUPERGIRL

4 parts smooth dark rum

2 part red grenadine

1 part cream

Shake with ice and strain
into a old fashioned
glass with lots of ice in
it. Garnish with cherry.

For milder (and overly
cloying) version use
only 2 parts rum.

"Okay, my Dear Female
Test Subjects, what do
you think of this? - Oh, it's wonderful! Publish it! - But there's nothing "Kryptonian" about
it, nothing to describe Kara Zor-El in particular? It's sweet, pink, and it gets you drunk very 
easily. Don't you think this drink is pretty... chauvinistic? Downgrades Supergirl into a pink-
loving bimbo? - Never mind! This The Ultimate Girl Power Party Drink! Publish it!"

    SUPER GOOF

    1 part reposado tequila or
    Skittles tequila

    2 parts Bols Pome granate

    4 parts apple juice

    (dash of lemon juice)

    Shake with ice and strain into 
    a highball glass with some ice
    in it, add a blue straw.
    Serve with peanuts (magical 
    or regular).

"Super Goof The Cocktail? Well, I guess it should be red... but what else? Hmm... something
that makes you crave for peanuts?"
So here it is. It tastes better with Skittles tequila, but it's okay with reposado (or gold) 
tequila also... I think I succeeded, this one really goes well with peanuts ;P
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SUPERMAN 
(LAST SON OF KRYPTON)

2 parts bourbon

2 parts Blue Curacao

2 parts cream

3 to 4 parts simple syrup (or blue
grenadine if you want deeper blue
instead of "faint sky blue")

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with some ice in. Garnish with
lemon wedge, red straw.

This is a non-egg white version of the
first cocktail I published, Man of Steel
(see next page).
"Truth, Justice and An American Way"
calls for bourbon and intolerable
sweetness... since stereotypically
everything in USA is sweet ;P
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    SUPERMAN (KAL-EL)

    Prepare a frappe: cool suitable
    glasses in the freezer beforehand.
    Fill them with crushed/shaven ice,
    then quickly prepare the drink.

    1 part Blue Curacao

    1 part Green Chartreuse

    Shake with ice and strain into
    ice-filled glasses. Garnish with red
    cherry and yellow pick, red straw.

"Last Son of Krypton" (above) and "Man of Steel" (next page) are simple-minded sweet 
highballs glorifying Superman's Boy Scout naïveté. This frappe tries to capture more dismal 
side of the character: Kal-El's home planet is gone, and he must try to adapt to another 
planet. Physically this shouldn't be aproblem, but mentally it can be a real challenge.



SUPERMAN (MAN OF STEEL)

4 cl (1 1/2 oz) bourbon

4 cl Blue Curacao

4 cl simple syrup

1 egg white

Shake with ice and strain into a
highball glass with lots of ice in it.
Top with club soda. Red straw.

"Truth, Justice and An American Way" = bourbon and intolerable sweetness ;P For eggless 
version, please see "Last Son of Krypton" on previous page.

    SWAMP THING

    2 parts bourbon

    1 part Fernet Branca

    1 part Rose's Lime Cordial

    Blue Curacao for colour (to turn
    it muddy green)

    Shake with ice and strain into a old
    fashioned glass with some ice in it.

    
Swamp Thing is one of my favourite superhero characters ever! I hope this creation of mine 
captures the desolate feelings that Alec Holland carries in his heart... or the plant organ in 
the place of the heart.

SWAMP THING (THE GREEN)

3 parts cognac

1 part creme de menthe

(dash of absinth)

Shake with ice and strain into a
small stemmed glass. Add one
small ice cube.

I ended up reinventing Green Hornet
while designing this. As with Solomon
Grundy: I published it, realized it's
already been done, decided to stick with what I've published.



TALIA AL GHUL

1 part gin

1 part licorice vodka

2 parts Noilly Prat

2 parts Heering

2 parts Luxardo Maraschino

(1 part simple syrup)

Shake with ice and strain into
a cocktail glass. Add one small
ice cube.

My cocktail attempts on "mystical" characters tend to end up too sweet (to my taste). With 
Talia I think I accomplished pretty decent combo, not too sweet. And it has licorice vodka, 
same ingredient his father's namesake cocktail utilizes; please see Ra's al Ghul.

    THE THING

    2 parts Triple Sec

    2 parts carrot juice

    2 parts coconut milk

    2 parts lemon juice

    1 part simple syrup

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass with lots of ice in it. Add a straw, 
    and maybe a stirrer.

    Ben Grimm sure is one surly fellow, so his
    cocktail should be sour. An sour this one is,
    indeed... and deee-licious! :D
    Please check out the mocktail version in
    separate compilation.
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THANOS, aka.
INFINITY GAUNTLET

In all six Soul Gems, use
2 parts extra dry vermouth
AND...
 
Blue (Mind):

1 part Malibu, dash of
Blue Curacao

Orange (Time):

1 part apricot brandy

Red (Power):

1 to 2 parts De Kuyper
Sour Rhubarb

Purple (Space):

1 part Parfait Amour,
1 part peach liqueur

Yellow (Reality):

1 part Bols Pear, dash of
Strega

Green (Soul):

1 part De Kuyper Blueberry,
dash of Midori

Shake separately with ice
and strain into six suitable glasses with some ice in them.

Thanos is a man... erm, titan of many deeds, but let's face it: he is best known wielding The 
Infinity Gauntlet... so his namesake drink is about that powerful artifact.

Well, not a drink; drinks. I would have been possible to build all these colours into a one 
gigantic layered drink (althought it demands a steady hand), but instead of that I decided 
go for The Journey Through Universe: as The Gauntlet binds all The Gems together, the 
common element in all drinks is vermouth... you can taste it in all of The Gems, but they 
have their own characteristics, they're all different and unique.

After you've finished this Tour Through Omnipotent Power I'm sure you will feel dizzy ;P If 
you actually want to enjoy the drinks (instead of just slamming them as shots etc.) please 
start with Yellow and Orange, they have the faintest aromas... Green is best left last, its 
taste is so strong you can taste and enjoy it, even when "little" tipsy :D



THE THING (CLOBBERING TIME)

3 parts ginger rum

3 parts Triple Sec

4 parts carrot juice

4 parts orange juice

Shake with ice and strain into a highball
glass with lots of ice in it. Garnish with
orange wedge, add a straw.

If "The Thing" (previous page) depicted
the surly character of Ben Grimm, this
drink (with fiery ginger) represents
events when it's CLOBBERIN' TIME! :D
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    THOR

    3 parts cold lager

    2 parts cold sweet red vermouth

    Build into a suitable beer tankard. Adding ice
    optional.

    "Strong Asgardian mead" was my guideline for
     drink. And I succeeded... Be warned: this drink
    is not for everyone. Some people love it, some
    really hate it.
    I guess only bravest of warriors make it to
    Valhalla...

    I personally think this drink captures The 
    Essence of Thor, but as a gesture of goodwill
    for those who don't share my opinion I
    designed Thor (Mjolnir), next page.



THOR (MJOLNIR)

4 parts aquavit (preferably spiced
with dill instead of caraway, Läckö
Slotts Akvavit recommended)

1 part sweet red vermouth

1 part Grand Marnier

Shake with ice and strain into a 
suitable stemmed glass.

I cast all thoughts of "Viking Mead"
aside when designing this (please
see "Thor" in previous page for that) 
and  concentrated creating enjoyable cocktail with distinct Scandinavian alcohol, aquavit. It
all depends on what kind of aquavit you're using, but when done properly, this cocktail hits
like Mjolnir :D

    THUNDRA

    6 cl (2 oz) cognac

    1 cl (1/3 oz) green Chartreuse

    5 cl (1 3/4 oz) Rose's Lime Cordial

    1 egg white

    Shake with ice and strain intoa cocktail
    glass. Garnish with cherry.

    Eggless version:

    6 parts cognac

    2 parts green Chartreuse

    5 parts Rose's Lime Cordial

    2 to 3 parts pineapple juice

    Shake with ice, as above.

    Thundra, powerful Femizon from the
    23rd century, requires a strong cocktail.
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TIGRA

3 parts bourbon

1 part green Chartreuse

2 parts carrot juice

Shake with ice and strain into a
old fashioned glass with some
ice in it.

Too strong? Add carrot juice.
Too harsh? Add simple syrup.
Still too mean? Choose another
                                drink ;P

I stubbornly hang on to my opinion: Tigra's namesake cocktail cannot taste too pleasant, it 
has to have some Wild Feline Edge. If you crave for "something wildcat-ish" but Tigra is just 
too much, please check out eg. Hellcat.

TMNT: DONATELLO

2 parts Triple Sec, 2 parts Midori, 4 to 6 parts half sweet white wine

Stir with ice and strain into a old fashioned glass with lots of ice in it. Garnish with cherry.

Of all the Turtles, Don is the one who offers his wise-ass hindsight more often. That's why 
his namesake drink is designed as sweet digestive, enjoyed as a dessert after a dinner 
(which most likely consists of pizza).



TMNT: LEONARDO

3 parts bourbon

2 parts Midori

1 part lime juice

6 parts half sweet white wine

Stir with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with lime wedge(s).

Leonardo leads; therefore, in the "TMNT 
Family of Cocktails" his drink is apertif. Not
exactly dry per se, but suitable as a pre-
dinner drink anyway.
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    TMNT: MICHELANGELO

    2 parts bourbon

    1 part Triple Sec

    1 part Midori

    4 parts half sweet white wine

    Stir with ice and strain into a highball glass
    filled with ice.

    All the TMNT cocktails utilize roughly the same
    ingredients; shorter shopping list for those who
    want to test them out. Half sweet (and cheap)
    white wine seemed like an obvious choice, since
    these turtles are teenagers... and let's keep in
    mind that human teenagers aren't allowed to
    drink, only mutant turtles!



TMNT: RAPHAEL

2 parts bourbon

1 part Midori

1 part half sweet white
wine

(drop of Tabasco sauce)

Stir with ice and strain into
a shot glass.

You guessed it: of course
the hot-headed Raphael
is represented with a shot.

    TWO-FACE

    3 parts Passõa

    1 part Campari

    Shake with ice and strain into a highball
    glass with lots of ice in it.

    The colour has absolutely nothing to do with
    Harvey Dent's duality, I'm first to admit that,
   it is depicted in the taste. After sweet passion
   fruit the bitterness slams into taste buds; two

                                                                                       sides of the coin in the same drink.

ULTRON

Prepare a frappe: cool suitable thick
glasses in the freezer beforehand. 
Fill them with crushed/shaven ice, 
then quickly prepare the drink:

1 part De Kyuper Blueberry

1 part mezcal

(dash of kirscwasser, try first without it)

Shake vigorously with ice and strain 
into the glasses. Serve with a straw.

Cold, mechanical, inhuman...still with an
interesting twist. My take on Ultron;
I hope you like it.



VALKYRIE
(BRUNNHILDE)

2 parts Bols Pear
(or similar liqueur)

1 part cognac

dash of Rose's
lime cordial

Shake with ice and
strain into a cocktail
glass. One small ice
cube.

Odin's shield-maiden
is elegant and beau-
tiful... and so is her
cocktail.

    VENOM

    6 parts full-bodied sweet red wine (shiraz)

    2 to 3 parts Cynar

    1 to 2 parts reposado/Skittles tequila

    1 part honey

    Black food colouring (see below)

    Stir with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

Full-bodied taste tries to simulate the feeling of being overtaken by Symbiote. The colour is very,
very dark red: adding black colour might seem like automatic action... but in couple of minutes the
drink will turn unpleasant dark, dark brown?!? But after all... Symbiote ain't such a pretty creature?

                          [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



VISION

Bottom layer, red:

red grenadine (super chilled
in the freezer)

Middle layer, yellow:

2 parts voka (or Absolut Citron)

2 parts Rose's Lime Cordial

1 part lemon juice

Top layer, green:

1 part sour apple liqueur

1 part apple juice

Shake layers with ice, one by
one, and layer them. Layering
yellow on top of the red is easy,
but getting green on top of
the yellow demands a little
more steadier hand.

Vision is a machine, so his sense
of humour is, well, dry if not
non-existent: that's why the
first impression is so sour... but
in the end he turns out to be
nice and sweet fellow.
Please check out Red Tornado for
similar cocktail design philosophy.

                                   [empty space here, room for future cocktails]



WAR MACHINE

5 parts Coca-Cola Energy Drink

1 to parts bourbon (Jim Beam
recommended)

dash of Gammel Dansk or Cynar

Build into a highball glass with
some ice in it.

JD and Coke is old news... try
this instead! Coca-Cola Energy
Drink, without taurine, combined
with smoother bourbon instead
of classic Jack Daniels, creates
an interestingly "mechanical and
cool" combo. 
Lacking taurine's bitterness,
we'll add the final touch with a
dash of Gammel Dansk, or more
preferably, Cynar... now we have
new kind of "energydrinkisque"
bitterness; a drink that tastes like 
War Machine's motor oil and/or
battery acid (in a good way, of
course ;P )
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    WASP

    2 parts Lillet

    2 parts extra dry vermouth

    1 part gin

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    cocktail glass. Honey rim is optional.

    I tried to include "The Sting" in this one
    without overdoing it... since Wasp is so
    tiny, her attack comes as surprise, not

                                                                                                  as an outright onslaught.



                                                                                              
WOLVERINE

3 parts cold lager

1 part cold Lillet

Build into a biggest and baddest beer
tankard you have. Adding ice is optional.

I've ranted how intellectually lazy drinks
such as "Wolverine The Cocktail is a glass
of beer and a shot of whisky because he
doesn't do fancy stuff" are: thematical
jokes without any real effort.
Anyway, beer sure is something associated
with Wolverine, that's why designed this
"fortified beer".
For more mean cocktail version, please
check out the one below.
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    WOLVERINE (LOGAN)

    Yellow part, top:

    1 part gin

    2 parts orange juice

    Black part, bottom:

    3 parts Kahlúa

    1 part Gammel Dansk

    (black food colouring)

Add some ice into a suitable glass. Separately shake parts with ice and layer them.

Yellow part is Screwdriver made out of gin, pretty surly. After wading through the "impolite 
yellow" you'll reach black part: basically nice sweet Kahlúa, but there's still Logan's brusque
attitude, represented with Gammel Dansk.



WONDER WOMAN

4 parts salmiac Jim Beam

1 part apple juice

1 part orange juice

dash of grenadine

Shake with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with orange wedge and cherry.

Ammonium chloride, aka. salmiac, gives
this cocktail its distinctive taste; it's great
for representing the fearless Amazon.
Unfortunately salmiac candy isn't available
in many countries... but luckily there are
other versions of Wonder Woman The
Cocktail, please read on...
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   WONDER WOMAN (DIANA)

   7 cl (2 2/3 oz) De Kyuper Sour
   Rhubarb

   4 cl (1 1/2 oz) bourbon (or
   salmiac Jim Beam)

   vanilla extract, to taste

   egg white

   (dash of simple syrup)

   Shake with ice and strain into a
   cocktail glass.

Yes, you can do it without the egg white, but then the drink is not going to be so "full-
bodied". For eggless version you'll need to add some crushed ice into the glass, otherwise 
it's going to be too sweet.
I created this WW cocktail version after the one above, because I felt sorry for those who 
don't have acces to salmiac... this is kind of a "second try WW cocktail with bourbon". Of
course there's always the fiery ginger version, please see next page.



WONDER WOMAN 
(GOLDEN LASSO)

2 parts ginger rum

2 parts apple juice

1 part simple syrup

1 part lime juice

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.

It has some fire in it! Is it the
fire in noble Amazon's eyes,
or the scorch that makes
people speak the truth when
entangled in Golden Lasso, 
it's up to you to decide.

    ZATANNA ZATARA

    2 parts extra dry vermouth

    1 part jelly bean tequila

    Shake with ice and strain into a
    cocktail glass.

    Vermouth's dry spiciness, combined with
    the bitterness of tequila and the sweetness
    of jelly beans creates a pretty magical
    mixture.

    Erutxim lacigam ytterp a setaerc snaeb
    yllej fo ssenteews eht dna aliuqet fo
    ssenrettib eht htiw denibmoc, ssenicips
    yrd s'htuomrev.
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ZSASZ

5 parts creme de cassis

4 or 5 parts Campari
(see below)

2 to 3 parts gin

5 parts cold coffee

Shake with ice and strain
into a cocktail glass.
Garnish with cherry.

Victor Zsasz in the 
embodiment of the
expression "being on
the edge": sometimes
he could be called a human being (technically) but most of the time he is a psychopatic 
abomination. Anyway, he is hopelessly insane, truly deranged.
Using four or five parts Campari represents this wavering on the edge: five parts creates a 
apertif, four parts "slow and ponderous" cocktail... yes, other way around that you would've
expected! This drink, with any amount of Campari, sure is twisted... as is Zsasz.

      Please enjoy your cocktails!
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